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Dear Reader,

Welcome to the Myotonic Dystrophy Foundation (MDF) and our MDF Toolkit. Whether you are reading this page because you are new to myotonic dystrophy (DM), or have been dealing with this complex condition for many years, you are probably well aware of the challenges it presents.

At MDF we are committed to helping you and others like you navigate the challenges of DM. Comprehending the mechanics of myotonic dystrophy can help you manage your condition and actively work with your doctors. To that end, we’ve put together this information package with the guidance of the MDF medical and scientific advisory committee members, who are the leading experts on myotonic dystrophy and who together have devoted over one hundred years to the research and treatment of DM.

Some of the helpful pieces you’ll find inside the MDF Toolkit are:

- **Valuable information** compiled by MDF to educate individuals and their families, as well as detailed resources for medical providers.

- **Myotonic Dystrophy: The Facts.** An easy-to-understand book for individuals and families written by the geneticist, Dr. Peter Harper, a preeminent expert on DM.

- **Medical Alert Card.** A wallet-sized identification card for affected individuals to carry with them to alert medical providers about the condition, and especially the dangers of anesthesia.

- **Medical History Sheet.** A document to record treatments, medications and health conditions that affected individuals can share with their providers.

- **Information** about becoming a member of MDF, how to find additional news and resources via our website (www.myotonic.org), our online Community Forum (www.community.myotonic.org) and other opportunities for community support and involvement.

At MDF, it is our mission to educate families and medical providers about DM, in order to improve the quality of life of people living with the disease, and to maximize efforts focused on treatments and a cure for DM. Again, welcome to the MDF community. We look forward to working with you in the fight against myotonic dystrophy, and supporting your efforts to live better with DM, now and in the future.

Best wishes,

Molly White
The Myotonic Dystrophy Foundation (MDF) is a non-profit organization founded by families living with myotonic dystrophy (DM) in 2007. Through education, advocacy, and research, MDF is committed to enhancing the quality of life of people living with myotonic dystrophy, and maximizing efforts focused on treatments and a cure for DM.

Based in Menlo Park, California, MDF partners with, and complements the work of, the Muscular Dystrophy Association (MDA), the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDCP), and other governmental, academic and philanthropic agencies.

The MDF website (www.myotonic.org) serves as an information clearing-house for families affected by myotonic dystrophy, physicians and other medical providers, as well as the research community. The MDF online Community Forum (www.community.myotonic.org) is a community-led site where individuals and groups interact, share information and stories, ask questions and find support. The MDF team includes the staff, the Board of Directors, made up of business and governmental leaders and many individuals whose families have been impacted by the disease, and the MDF Medical and Scientific Advisory Committee, a group of leaders from academic, clinical, and governmental organizations.
**Shannon Lord** was the founding chairman of MDF and a board member from 2006 to 2009. She has the mild form of DM1 and her two grown sons have childhood onset DM. She has been a speaker, advocate, and fundraiser for the myotonic dystrophy cause for nearly 10 years, and was responsible for the participation of American family members at the International Myotonic Dystrophy Consortium in 2005. The Myotonic Dystrophy Foundation evolved from that meeting, with Shannon at its helm.

**Empowerment: Shannon Lord’s perspective 20 years after diagnosis**

After learning of your diagnosis of myotonic dystrophy, you probably can’t quite believe it’s true. A sense of denial might overcome you for a while, and slowly, ever slowly, the reality starts sinking in. You may become angry and blame others. Then you try to bargain: if only …then maybe. Finally, sadness and depression consume you and you feel frustrated and hopeless. If you allow this process to progress, eventually it is possible to arrive at a place of acceptance. These are the steps of grieving often described in the field of psychology.

It is important to grieve, to go through this natural process – *through* being the only preposition with integrity. If you try to skirt by, around, over or under it, you will continue to feel sadness and grief as much as you try to quell your feelings. Support groups or counseling can help you navigate *through* this process. A very important step is learning to ask for help.

Over time you might come to realize that you are not the disease. You, the person with DM or a family member of someone with the disorder, are so much more than that. It is important to learn to accept this inherited disease - over which you had no control - and consciously make choices to do things that make you feel good, that give you joy: Garden. Paint. Play your favorite CD. Go to a good movie. Run. Ride your bike. Eat nutritious meals. Feed the birds. Maintain a sense of humor if at all possible.

It is also important to tell your story to those who will listen, whether family and friends, therapist or support group. Over time, if you tell your story enough times to those who listen, you will begin to realize that the sadness and loss start to diminish. At some point you might even come to realize that you can assume some control over your attitude about what has befallen you.

It is important to assume responsibility for taking the best care of yourself.
• Learn as much as you can about DM and teach your family.

• Write down questions for your doctors and take them with you to your appointments.

• Share the “Information for Medical Professionals” section in this booklet with your providers—many of them will not know as much as you.

• Assume responsibility for guiding the treatment process for yourself or family member. Your doctor might never have treated a patient with this disorder.

• Acknowledge your talents and run with them!

Some DM families, after coming to grips with their diagnosis and needing to do something, have derived tremendous pleasure – and success – in working to raise money to help researchers find a treatment or cure for their family disease. At a time when government funding has been cut back tremendously, these families are thinking of creative ways to continue to advance research with contributions from the private sector. While knowing they are unable to cure themselves or their loved ones, they can control these fundraising efforts to help expedite the next best thing: scientific research by the experts. And the organizers of these events feel great in the process! Some of us find that our greatest rewards often come through giving – our time, our talents, and our resources.

One individual decided to ride his bicycle to and from work every day – 32 miles round trip – for up to 5,000 miles in his 40th year, and sought pledges from family and friends of $20 per mile, raising over $100,000 in the process. A stunning success! Another person organized a bake sale at his office and asked colleagues to contribute baked goods. With the sale of cookies and cakes, and a few extra donations thrown in, he raised over $700. These people are putting their creativity to work, achieving great success, and reaping totally unexpected personal rewards from the satisfaction and support they receive. In the process they are helping move research closer to a cure.

Even after you have grown accustomed to the idea of having DM and are feeling stronger, you will find yourself riding the wave of sadness from time to time. It is natural to feel that way, so don’t try to deny those feelings; allow them, and know that soon the wave will reach shore again and you’ll be back on solid ground. As time marches on, the period between the waves will grow farther and farther apart.

Remember: Asking for help is a sign of strength, not weakness. You do not have to travel this path alone.

Shannon Ford
“PARADIGM FOR WORKING TOGETHER: DREAM BIG”

Eric Wang, Ph.D.
Harvard-MIT Health Sciences and Technology
MDF Fund-A-Fellow Postdoctoral Fellow
Myotonic Dystrophy Family Member

“My name is Eric Wang, and it’s an incredible honor for me to serve as an advocate for myotonic dystrophy, both as a researcher who studies myotonic dystrophy, and as a person who grew up seeing the effects of DM every day. I have watched how it has impacted both the affected and unaffected members of my family.

When I look back on the past 15 years of my life, there was a clear turning point in my relationship with DM, how it affected my family, and how I dealt with this fact. Throughout junior high school and high school, I watched my dad gradually lose fine motor control, lose the ability to get up and down stairs, and go through several close calls with severe falls and heart function. In college, I remember how every time I came home for holiday breaks, I would notice how my dad looked a bit different each time, as a result of his muscle wasting. The disease impacted me and my entire family in a negative way, and in general we felt helpless as to what we could do to slow down the effects of this terrible disease.

After college, I worked in a lab where I studied cardiovascular biology. During that time, I applied to graduate school, and had to choose the area of research where I wanted to do my PhD. I consulted other students in the lab about interesting research areas, and there was one particular evening that really served as a Eureka moment for me. I was having dinner with another student in the lab, and I remember it very vividly. We were in the basement of John Harvard’s Pub in Cambridge, Massachusetts. I remember that we both ordered a mushroom swiss burger – it was a good burger – and not because of how it tasted – it was so good because that night, a light bulb went on in my head. It was there that my friend suggested that I study DM, to be – quote – a “champion” of the disease. In a way, the idea was extremely obvious – to use my biology training to study a disease that runs in my family – but for some reason I have never considered it seriously. I think it was partly due to a narrow way of thinking – thinking that I couldn’t make a significant difference. This narrow way of thinking is something that I would like us all to transcend in some way.

That night, my journey of empowerment began – I later found David Housman at MIT, who, with other members in this audience, found the gene for DM1 in 1992, and also sought out Chris Burge, an expert in computational biology and the study of gene regulation, whose recent entry in the DM field has already led to advances in our understanding of DM. I also sought
out leaders in the DM field, who have served as informal mentors to me over the past five years – and let me tell you – the DM field is absolutely remarkable for its collegiality, drive, and focus. As a result, with their help, I have been able to make contributions to the field that will hopefully have an impact down the line.

Investigators, we need to bring other people into the field who have complementary expertise that we will need – this means your colleagues who study other aspects of biology, our industry partners, and those in regulatory bodies. To conquer this disease, we will need, as many have described over the past few days, to work together as a team, and together with patients.

DM families – many people go through life not finding that thing that drives them, that thing they live, or die, for. Obviously, DM in my family has been a curse – because of its terrible effects – but on the other hand DM has given me an incredible purpose in life – a challenge and obstacle to overcome – through which we will all do our best to prevail and become better people. I urge you to take a moment to imagine a world in which you or your family still has DM, but you aren’t limited by practical or financial concerns. What would that world look like? Is it a world in which all doctors know about DM? Is it a world in which most people on the street understand what a DM patient looks like and what their needs are? Is it a world in which teachers at school know how to deal with the needs of a DM child? Is it a world where genetic testing is free? What can we do together to get closer to that world? This, I think, is the adjustment in thinking that we should all make – to dream big, and of course, to later come back to reality, but to have the courage to dream.

Progress in the DM field has been phenomenal but we have not yet reached the end of the road. There will be hills and valleys, and numerous storms to weather. We need to be prepared for these moments but must also be prepared for the inevitable day when therapies are a tangible reality. We must organize so that we can move forward carefully yet deliberately, with a passion tempered by prudence. We need to support and encourage one another, so that we can get through all of these experiences in one piece, and we must make it our goal to continue pushing on in spite of all odds.

We will overcome this disease, but it will need to be a group effort – in the way that DM has served as a paradigm for disease of RNA toxicity – let’s show the world our paradigm for how to work together to cure a terrible disease."

Speech transcript, 2011 MDF Annual Conference
Tetsuo Ashizawa, M.D.
Executive Director of the McNight Brain Institute and Professor and Chairman of the Neurology Department at the University of Florida, Dr. Ashizawa graduated from Keio University School of Medicine in Tokyo in 1973. He completed his internship in Medicine in Pittsburgh, a residency in Neurology at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, and a fellowship in Neuromuscular Studies and Neurochemistry with the Muscular Dystrophy Association at Baylor. While at Baylor he assisted one of several teams around the world in locating the DMPK gene for myotonic dystrophy. He has received numerous research awards and grants, especially for myotonic dystrophy and ataxia. In 1997, he and Dr. Claudine Junien co-founded the International Myotonic Dystrophy Consortium (IDMC), a biennial scientific meeting where physicians and scientists convene to focus on the cause and ultimately a viable treatment or cure for DM. Dr. Ashizawa has published numerous articles on myotonic dystrophy in medical and scientific journals. For more information on Dr. Ashizawa, visit the University of Florida website (http://mdc.mbi.ufl.edu/ufmdc-team/tetsuo-ashizawa-m-d).

John W. Day, M.D., Ph.D.
Dr. Day relocated to Stanford University as Professor of Neurology, Pediatrics and Pathology in 2011 in order to build a comprehensive center for understanding and treating muscular dystrophy, serving as Director of Stanford’s Neuromuscular Medicine Program in the Department of Neurology and Neurological Sciences. Dr. Day remains an active member of the University of Minnesota collaborations he helped forge as Director of Minnesota’s Paul and Sheila Wellstone Muscular Dystrophy Center. He is working to integrate California and Minnesota resources with the international network of myotonic dystrophy research to assure that this most-common form of muscular dystrophy is conquered as soon as possible. Dr. Day attended medical school at the University of Minnesota, graduating in 1977. He attended graduate school at Albert Einstein College of Medicine and completed his internship in Internal Medicine in New York. He did his residency in Neurology and a fellowship in Clinical Neurophysiology and Neuromuscular Disease at the University of California in San Francisco. In 2001, along with Laura Ranum, Ph.D. and team, he participated in the identification and genetic characterization of myotonic dystrophy type-2 caused by a mutation on the third chromosome. He has published numerous articles on myotonic dystrophy in professional journals and is currently conducting a brain-imaging study of affected individuals. For further information on Dr. Day, visit the Stanford University website (http://med.stanford.edu/profiles/John_Day/).
Richard Lymn, Ph.D.
Dr. Lymn is a bio-physicist who has dedicated his entire career to muscle research. After majoring in math at the Johns Hopkins University, he attended graduate school at the University of Chicago, where he made groundbreaking discoveries on the chemical steps producing muscle force that have become the major basic authority on that topic. After graduate school, he worked at the Medical Research Council Laboratory of Molecular Biology in Cambridge, England correlating chemical and structural changes during muscle contraction. He continued his studies of molecular changes during muscle force generation at the National Institutes of Health (NIH). Dr. Lymn left active research to become a health scientist administrator at NIH, where he created a muscle biology program of grants and contracts that grew to a budget greater than $70 million. He detected areas that needed enhancement and implemented initiatives in new fields. In 2005 he organized the Burden of Muscle Disease conference at NIH, which focused on three muscular dystrophies, including myotonic dystrophy. Dr. Lymn left NIH after nearly thirty years leading federal efforts to further the understanding of muscle biology and to guide the research process. He continues to foster research on muscular diseases, collaborating with researchers and private groups. For further information, see www.lymnfoundation.org. The non-profit Lymn Foundation was founded in 1999. Grants were first awarded in 2006 to recognize the students and researchers under age 35 who show promise in contributing to the knowledge of muscle biology and muscle disease. For further information on Dr. Lymn visit the Lymn Foundation website (http://www.lymnfoundation.org/Richard_W_Lymn_Profile.html).

Darren Monckton, Ph.D.
Dr. Monckton is Professor of Human Genetics (Institute of Molecular Cell and Systems Biology) at the University of Glasgow. After graduating from the University of Bath with a B.Sc. in Biochemistry, he went on to complete his Ph.D. at the University of Leicester investigating genetic instability at the minisatellite repeat loci used in DNA profiling. He then received a Muscular Dystrophy Association Fellowship to move to Baylor College of Medicine, where he first began working on myotonic dystrophy type 1. After completing his fellowship at the MD Anderson Cancer Center he moved to the University of Glasgow, where he established his own group. He is internationally recognized for his work in understanding the molecular turnover and role of tandemly repeated DNA sequences in the human genome and their relationship to inherited disease, with a specific focus on the CTG repeat within the gene associated with myotonic dystrophy type 1. Over the past 15 years, Dr. Monckton has contributed to many publications on genetic instability, has been awarded numerous grants, and is a sought-after presenter at myotonic dystrophy-focused conferences around the world. He also serves on many advisory boards and committees. For further information on Dr. Monckton, including his research interests, visit the University of Glasgow website (http://www.gla.ac.uk/news/media/expertsdirectory/medicalveterinaryandlifesciences/name_56481_en.html).
Richard Moxley III, M.D.

Dr. Moxley is Professor of Neurology and Pediatrics, Division of Medicine, at the University of Rochester in Rochester, New York and Director of the Wellstone Muscular Dystrophy Center. After graduating from Harvard and the University of Pennsylvania Medical School, he completed his internship in Pennsylvania and then a Heart Disease and Stroke Control Program at NASA Headquarters. He completed his residency in Neurology at Harvard Medical Center and his fellowship in Medicine at Johns Hopkins University. He completed a postdoctoral NIH special fellowship in Endocrinology and Metabolism at Johns Hopkins.

In addition to the directorship of the Wellstone Muscular Dystrophy Center, he is Associate Chairman of the Department of Neurology at Strong Memorial Hospital, and formerly Director of the EMG/Nerve Conduction Laboratory at Strong Memorial Hospital. With support from the NIH he initiated the National Registry for DM and FSHD (facioscapulohumoral dystrophy, another form of muscular dystrophy), a tool investigators can use to incorporate affected DM family members into their research. He has published numerous articles on myotonic dystrophy in professional journals, and serves on many advisory boards and committees. Dr. Moxley has carried out an investigation of mexiletine, a medication that relaxes myotonia, or muscle stiffness, and is currently conducting a clinical trial of SomatoKine in individuals with myotonic dystrophy. For further information on Dr. Moxley, visit the URMC website (http://www.urmc.rochester.edu/people/?u=23115880).

Charles Thornton, M.D.

Dr. Thornton is Professor of Neurology at the University of Rochester. He, along with Dr. Moxley, is a Co-Director of the MDA clinic at URMC. He received his B.A. and medical degree from the University of Iowa. His internship in Internal Medicine was carried out in the University of California Los Angeles-San Fernando Valley Program. He finished his residency in Neurology in 1985 at Oregon Health Sciences University, and a fellowship in Neuromuscular Disease at Strong Memorial Hospital in Rochester in Experimental Therapeutics. He has received a number of grants for DM research and has published numerous results in professional journals. He is now beginning to focus on the treatment phase of research for myotonic dystrophy. For further information on Dr. Thornton, visit the URMC website http://www.urmc.rochester.edu/people/?u=20909840&space=researchers).
Myotonic dystrophy (DM) is a genetic disorder that affects many parts of the body. There are different types of DM, and some cause more serious problems than others. There is currently no cure for myotonic dystrophy, but there is a lot you can do to improve the quality of your life, by taking part in your care and actively managing your symptoms. New discoveries about the disorder and how it can be treated are coming to light almost every day, but in general myotonic dystrophy is not well understood by the general medical community. It is important that you learn as much as you can about your condition so you can talk to your doctors, and educate the people around you. Stay up to date on new developments so you can ensure that you get the best care possible.

OTHER NAMES FOR MYOTONIC DYSTROPHY

- **Dystrophia myotonica (DM).** Latin name and most common abbreviation
- **Steinert’s disease.** Named after one of the people who identified the disease. Sometimes called Curschmann-Batten-Steinert syndrome
- **Myotonic muscular dystrophy (MMD).** Name and abbreviation sometimes used
- **DM1.** Common abbreviation for myotonic dystrophy type 1
- **DM2:** Common abbreviation for myotonic dystrophy type 2
- **Proximal myotonic myopathy (PROMM).** Term sometimes used for DM2
HOW DM AFFECTS YOUR BODY

Myotonic dystrophy is a very complicated condition. The symptoms and disease progression can vary widely. The effects can be quite different even among members of the same family, so it is difficult to predict just how the disorder will affect you and your family. One person may only have mild muscle pain or cataracts that develop in later years, while someone else with the condition may be born with serious breathing problems.

The most common effects of DM are muscle problems, including muscle weakness (myopathy), trouble relaxing a muscle (myotonia), and muscle wasting that gets worse over time (atrophy). However, it is misleading to think of DM as only a muscle disorder because it also affects many other body functions, including the heart, lungs, and gastrointestinal (GI) system. The disorder can also cause problems with cognitive function, personality, and vision. Not everyone with DM will have all or even most of the possible symptoms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body system</th>
<th>Possible Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Skeletal muscles                     | • Muscle weakness (myopathy)  
• Muscle stiffness and trouble relaxing a muscle (myotonia)  
• Muscle wasting that gets worse over time (atrophy)  
• Severe muscle weakness and delayed development in newborns and infants                                                                                     |
| Cardiac system                       | • Heart rhythm problems (arrhythmias)  
• Enlarged heart muscle  
• Low blood pressure  
• Sudden death                                                                                                                                                    |
| Respiratory system                   | • Breathing problems in newborns  
• Frequent lung infections  
• Aspiration of food or fluids into airways  
• Inability to breathe in enough oxygen  
• Sleep apnea                                                                                                                                                    |
| Gastrointestinal (GI) system         | • Difficulty swallowing  
• Pain and bloating after meals  
• Constipation, diarrhea, irritable bowel syndrome, gastrointestinal reflux  
• Gallstones  
• Enlarged colon                                                                                                                                                    |
| Brain and central nervous system (CNS) | • Difficulty with thinking and problem-solving  
• Emotional and behavior problems  
• Excessive daytime sleepiness  
• Nerve damage in feet and hands                                                                                                                                 |
| Reproductive system                  | • Small testes, low sperm count, low testosterone  
• Higher risk of miscarriage and stillbirth; early menopause  
• Problems with pregnancy and delivery  
• Newborn complications                                                                                                                                               |
| Hormones                             | • Insulin resistance  
• Premature frontal balding in men                                                                                                                                 |
| Immune system                        | • Lower levels of antibodies in bloodstream                                                                                                                                                                         |
| Tumors                               | • Higher risk of benign skin tumor (pilomatrixoma)                                                                                                                                                                  |
| Vision                               | • Cataracts  
• Damage to the retina  
• Drooping eyelids (ptosis)                                                                                                                                                                                                 |


- **DM1.** This is the most common form of the disease and the one with the most severe effects. At least 1 in 8,000 people worldwide have DM1, although the number may be far greater. There are three categories of DM1, categorized by when symptoms of the disease first appear:

  - **Congenital:** Presents life-threatening issues at birth
  - **Childhood onset:** First signs are usually intellectual disability, and learning disabilities
  - **Adult onset:** Characterized by distal muscle weakness, wasting, and stiffness.

- **DM2.** The second type, DM2, was discovered in 2001. It is still unclear how many people have this type of the disease, which is also known as proximal myotonic myopathy (PROMM). DM2 is a milder form of myotonic dystrophy that comes on in adulthood. The most common symptom is muscle pain that comes and goes. Other possible types of DM, caused by different genetic mutations, are currently being investigated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of Myotonic Dystrophy</th>
<th>Gene affected</th>
<th>Repeat Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Healthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM1</td>
<td>Dmpk (dystrophia-myotonica protein kinase) gene on chromosome 19</td>
<td>&lt;37 repeats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM2</td>
<td>Znf9 (zinc finger protein 9) gene on chromosome 3</td>
<td>10 – 26 repeats</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Testing and diagnosis for DM**

Making an initial diagnosis starts with a complete family history and physical examination. A person will also undergo a battery of medical tests, depending on the symptoms he or she is having. A key element of the evaluation is electromyography (EMG). This procedure detects the presence of myotonia in a high proportion of people with DM1 or DM2. When test results point strongly toward a diagnosis of myotonic dystrophy, the disorder can be confirmed by genetic testing.

The genetic test requires a blood sample from the patient. The DNA is extracted from the blood sample and analyzed to see if that person has the mutation that causes myotonic dystrophy. Prenatal testing, where the DNA of the fetus is checked for the presence of the myotonic dystrophy mutation, is also available.

Diagnosis of myotonic dystrophy is not difficult once the disorder is suspected. However, the path to a correct diagnosis of myotonic dystrophy can be long and complex, and delays in diagnosis are very common. It can typically take over 6 years to reach a diagnosis of DM1 and up to 11 years to confirm DM2.
Genetic testing

Genetic testing (also referred to as DNA testing) is a definitive diagnostic of whether or not a person has DM. DNA, the genetic material in the nucleus of cells, is isolated from a sample of blood or other tissue, and then analyzed to determine whether or not a specific mutation is present.

Genetic testing is available for DM1 using standard DNA diagnostic protocols (PCR and southern blot) to confirm the presence of DM.

Genetic testing is also available for the diagnosis of DM2 using standard DNA diagnostic protocols. However, in some cases the repeat expansion for DM2 may be too large for PCR testing. In those instances, southern blot techniques are used for diagnosis.

Reasons to consider genetic testing

Genetic testing can be beneficial in the following situations:

• A confirmed diagnosis can eliminate the need for additional medical tests and reduce anxiety about the cause of symptoms.

• People with DM should be educated about the dangers of anesthesia and alert their doctors if they should need surgery.

• Couples can make family planning decisions based on their genetic risk.

• Mothers with DM1 can have special monitoring during pregnancy and prepare for risks involved for a child born with congenital DM.

Obstacles to getting a diagnosis

Since the symptoms of DM often mimic more common diseases, many potential causes need to be ruled out through medical testing. Medical professionals are often unfamiliar with DM since they see these cases so infrequently. Selection of the appropriate genetic test may not be obvious since there are more than thirty genetically distinct forms of muscular dystrophy. In the case of myotonic dystrophy, diagnosis is complicated even further by the variability of the disease. Some of the confounding issues include:

• **Myotonic dystrophy can take multiple forms that affect a broad spectrum of systems.** Individuals may visit several different specialists for disparate symptoms, such as an ophthalmologist for blurred vision, a gastroenterologist for stomach pain, and a cardiologist for an abnormal heartbeat. These individual physicians may not be aware of their patient’s full range of problems and therefore may not be able to put the pieces together for an accurate diagnosis.

• **The severity of symptoms can vary greatly, even within the same family.** Quite often individuals go to their primary care physician with a variety of complaints, most so general that the doctor never suspects any serious problem. As a result, a correct diagnosis may be delayed until the disease has progressed significantly.
Managing DM

Myotonic dystrophy symptoms tend to worsen gradually over several decades. While no treatment exists that slows the progression of myotonic dystrophy, management of its symptoms can greatly improve quality of life. Taking steps early to prevent or treat problems as they come up can help avert complications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Symptom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-diabetic drugs</td>
<td>• Treat high blood sugar levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Manage mild diabetes symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-myotonic drugs (such as mexiletine)</td>
<td>• Control myotonia that impairs normal activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs</td>
<td>• Manage muscle pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wakefulness-promoting agents</td>
<td>• Control excessive daytime sleepiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehabilitative therapy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiotherapy</td>
<td>• Treats muscle weakness, myotonia and contractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech therapy</td>
<td>• Helps with swallowing and pronunciation issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric therapy</td>
<td>• Addresses behavioral and psychological issues (such as attention deficit, depression and anxiety disorders)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualized support</td>
<td>• Helps with learning disabilities and cognitive delays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistive devices (such as neck braces, arm and foot braces, canes, walkers, scooters, and wheelchairs)</td>
<td>• Ensure safe navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye crutches</td>
<td>• Support droopy eyelids (ptosis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacemaker or implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD)</td>
<td>• Address irregular heartbeat issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentive spirometry and cough assist devices</td>
<td>• Improve respiratory function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) device</td>
<td>• Ensure respiratory sufficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthopedic surgery</td>
<td>• Correct gait issues and contractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cataract removal</td>
<td>• Improve vision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyelid surgery</td>
<td>• Correct droopy eyelids</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regardless of the form of DM or the severity of symptoms experienced by a patient, individuals with myotonic dystrophy can have severe reactions to anesthesia and should be monitored carefully whenever anesthesia is administered. For more information, please refer to our anesthesia guidelines.
Management of congenital, childhood-onset, and pregnancy

The congenital and childhood-onset of DM appear earlier in life with more severe symptoms. Therefore they present more and different management challenges than the adult onset forms of the condition. Pregnancy in affected mothers poses serious complications for both the mother and the newborn, often requiring intensive intervention.
Myotonic dystrophy is an inherited disease that is passed from one generation to the next through a faulty gene. It is not caused by an infectious agent such as a virus or bacteria.

**How genes work**

DNA is the genetic material found in the nucleus of nearly every cell. A gene is a stretch of DNA that carries a set of instructions on how a protein should be made. These proteins carry out the functions of the body. Scientists estimate that humans have about 25,000 different genes. For example, there are genes that control eye color, genes that make proteins to break down food in the stomach, and genes that encode enzymes that regulate how cells grow.

When the DNA of a gene is altered, a mutation is said to have occurred. Some mutations have little effect on how the body functions. Others are more serious, causing the production of defective proteins that result in disease symptoms.

**How myotonic dystrophy is inherited**

Both DM1 and DM2 are passed from parent to child by *autosomal dominant* mutations. This means that the faulty gene is located on one of the chromosomes that does not determine sex (autosome) and that one copy of the mutated gene is enough to cause the disease (dominant). Because the gene is not located on the X or Y sex chromosomes, it can be passed to male and female children with equal frequency.

In nearly all cases, patients with DM have one normal copy of the DM gene and one copy with the mutation. This means an affected parent has a 50% chance of passing on the mutated gene to an offspring. Individuals who receive the mutated gene will have the disease, although they may not show symptoms for many years. Children that do not inherit the mutated gene will never develop DM.

A recent study suggested that all affected individuals can be traced back to just one or two people who had the original mutations, thousands of years ago. Unlike some genetic diseases, for example, the types of genetic changes that come from exposure to radiation or toxic chemicals, the mutations causing DM do not occur spontaneously.

**Causes of DM**

In patients with myotonic dystrophy, there is a problem with a particular gene that causes it to convey faulty instructions. This mistake results in the symptoms of DM. The two forms of myotonic dystrophy are caused by mutations in different genes. Although DM1 and DM2 show similar symptoms, the two forms have fundamentally different origins. Scientists are currently looking into the possibility that there may be additional forms of DM caused by mutations at different sites.
• **DM1.** The genes responsible for myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1) are found on chromosome 19. Each chromosome consists of a long chain of chemicals that form the units of DNA. These units are called nucleotide bases. The disease is characterized by stretches of DNA (abbreviated CTG) on the DMPK (dystrophia-myotonic protein kinase) gene that are repeated several times. It is sometimes referred to as a trinucleotide repeat disease because of the repetition of these three DNA base pairs. In healthy people, there are between 5 and 37 repeats of the CTG sequence. People with myotonic dystrophy type 1 have expanded repeats which can contain anywhere from 50 to more than 4,000 repeats of the CTG sequence.

• **DM2.** The genes responsible for myotonic dystrophy type 2 (DM2) are found on chromosome 3. The repeat sequences contain stretches of DNA in which four chemicals (abbreviated CCTG) on the Znf9 (zinc finger protein 9) gene are repeated. As in DM1, the disease occurs after the number of repeats exceeds a certain threshold. Healthy individuals will have fewer than 75 CCTG repeats. People with DM2 can have anywhere between 75 and 11,000 repeats.

### Distinctive genetic mechanisms in DM

Myotonic dystrophy is one of the most complex disorders known. In addition to the incredible variability of clinical symptoms, the disease also has several unique mechanistic features:

• **Autosomal dominant inheritance.** The genes for DM1 and DM2 are dominant, meaning that a person can inherit the disease even if only one parent carries the gene. Also, a child has the same risk of inheriting DM regardless of whether it is the father or the mother who carries the gene.

• **Variable penetrance.** This term refers to the fact that the number and severity of DM symptoms varies widely among people with the disease. This is true even among people with the same subtype, and among individuals in the same family.

• **Somatic mosaicism.** A key characteristic of DM is that different cells in different tissue types will show varying numbers of genetic repeats. This is due at least in part to the fact that the number of repeats changes, is different in different cells and increases in number throughout the lifetime of the individual. Thus, the number of repeats reported in a diagnostic test will depend on how old the individual was when sampled, which tissue was tested and then, will only measure the average number of repeats.

• **Anticipation.** The number of repeats in the DM genes tends to increase with each affected generation. As a result, the symptoms of the DM1 appear earlier in life and are more severe in each successive generation. These changes are often dramatic. For example, a person whose only symptom was cataracts that appeared later in life can have a child with life-threatening symptoms present at birth. This effect indicates that the number of times the gene sequence is repeated has a bearing on the severity of the disease symptoms. Anticipation appears to be less pronounced in DM2.

• **Transmission of congenital form through mother.** The most severe form of myotonic dystrophy (congenital myotonic dystrophy: DM1) is almost always passed to the child from an affected mother. Scientists think that this occurs because the number of repeated sequences expands greatly during the process when the egg cells are created.
What to expect

Myotonic dystrophy is a progressive or degenerative disease. Symptoms tend to worsen gradually over several decades. While no treatment exists that slows the progression of myotonic dystrophy, management of its symptoms can greatly improve patient quality of life. Early intervention can reduce or avert complications that sometimes arise.

DM2 tends to be less severe than DM1 and has less impact on life expectancy. DM1 is much more variable and the prognosis for an affected individual is difficult to predict. Some people may experience only mild stiffness or cataracts in later life. In the most severe cases, respiratory and cardiac complications can be life threatening even at an early age. In general, the younger an individual is when symptoms first appear, the more severe symptoms are likely to be.

However, prognosis is as variable as the symptoms of this disease. How myotonic dystrophy affects one individual can be completely different from how it manifests in another, even for members of the same family. It is impossible to predict how the disease will affect any one individual.

DM as a family disease

Because of the inherited nature of DM, a diagnosis in one individual has implications for other family members. Questions arise about whether or not the affected person should tell family members who show no symptoms. If the person does share the positive diagnosis of myotonic dystrophy, the family must then decide whether or not to be tested. Because the mutation can be present with few or no symptoms, family members who are affected may not be aware that they have myotonic dystrophy.

Concerns about asymptomatic testing

There are three explanations as to why some individuals with myotonic dystrophy might not show symptoms of the disease:

- Symptoms may be so mild these individuals do not realize they have the disorder.
- They may have a late onset form of the disease and do not yet exhibit symptoms.
- They may carry a pre-mutation (a form of the mutation that is less extensive than that seen in patients who display symptoms). These individuals are not likely to develop disease symptoms, but their children are at risk of inheriting the mutation and having the disorder.
Testing when symptoms are not present is not as straightforward. Some problems that may arise from a diagnosis of DM include:

- Difficulties in obtaining insurance, such as health, disability, and life
- Prejudice in the workplace or elsewhere
- Impact of being diagnosed with a disorder when no cure or treatment capable of slowing the progression of myotonic dystrophy currently exists

*Family planning with DM*

Individuals with myotonic dystrophy may have concerns about starting a family because of the risks of passing the disease to their children. Discussing family planning issues with a genetic counselor can help individuals make an informed decision.

Multiple diagnostic options exist for patients who are considering having children. These include:

- **Preimplantation genetic diagnosis (also known as PGD).** This is the diagnosis of a genetic condition before pregnancy. This form of testing is done on a woman’s eggs using in vitro fertilization. Unfertilized eggs are taken from the woman by a doctor and are fertilized outside the womb in a laboratory. The embryos are tested for DM at the 6 to 8 cell stage. Only non DM-affected fertilized eggs are implanted into the uterus.

- **Prenatal diagnosis.** Parents wishing to find out during pregnancy whether their fetus has inherited the myotonic dystrophy gene can undergo prenatal testing. Two types of tests are available:

  - **Amniocentesis.** This procedure involves removing a sample of fluid from the womb that contains skin cells shed by the fetus. The cells are then grown in the lab to provide DNA for testing. The test is typically done 15 weeks into the pregnancy and can take 2-3 weeks for results to become available.

  - **Chorionic villus sampling (CVS).** The doctor removes a piece of tissue from the edge of the placenta using a needle inserted through the abdomen or vagina. The sampled tissue contains the same genetic information as the fetus; the DNA is isolated and tested for the presence of the myotonic dystrophy mutation. The test can be done in the first trimester (generally around 10 weeks into the pregnancy) and results are typically available within 1-2 weeks.

Mothers who have DM1 should be closely monitored during pregnancy because they have a higher risk of having a child with congenital DM1. In these cases, excessive amniotic fluid (hydramnios) can accumulate, which can usually be seen during ultrasound examination. Decreased fetal movement is frequently noted. Also, breech presentation and weak uterine contractions can cause long or difficult deliveries, often resulting in Caesarean births.

Newborns with congenital myotonic dystrophy require immediate intensive medical support. Delivery at a medical center with high-risk neonatal support may be recommended. Regardless of whether or not testing is done, individuals with a family history or symptoms of myotonic dystrophy should inform their obstetrician so the medical team can prepare for the possible complications seen with these children.
Working with your doctor

Because of the range of systems affected, people with DM may see multiple specialists who are unaware of the full spectrum of issues experienced by a person with the disorder. Informed patients often know more about the various aspects of DM than any single specialist they see. This variability in symptoms presents unique challenges in both the diagnosis and management of the disease. Therefore, it is important for individuals with DM and their families to learn as much as they can about the disease and its symptoms.

Multi-disciplinary teams are often needed to provide comprehensive, coordinated clinical care. By taking an active role in diagnosis and management of their condition, people with DM can aid this process and help make sure that potential complications are detected and managed at the earliest stages.

Symptoms and specialists in DM management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical specialist</th>
<th>Complaint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Care Physician</td>
<td>Exhaustion, inability to sleep well, excessive daytime sleepiness, feeling faint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatrician</td>
<td>Hypotonia (also known as floppy baby syndrome) or child with learning and behavioral problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophthalmologist</td>
<td>Blurry or dimmed vision (possible cataracts), eye muscle weakness, droopy eyelids (ptosis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiologist</td>
<td>Abnormal heartbeat, heart damage (cardiomyopathy), fainting spells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary Specialist</td>
<td>Chronic respiratory problems, sleep apnea, frequent chest colds that do not go away, aspiration pneumonia caused by swallowing issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endocrinologist</td>
<td>Insulin resistance, benign thyroid mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermatologist</td>
<td>Benign tumors associated with hair follicles (pilomatrixoma)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastroenterologist</td>
<td>Chronic diarrhea, constipation, unexplained stomach pain, gallstones, swallowing problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urologist and Reproductive Endocrinologist</td>
<td>Ectopic pregnancies, low testosterone, infertility, miscarriage, stillbirths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatrist</td>
<td>Depression, personality abnormalities such as excessive apathy, socialization issues, and attention deficit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurologist</td>
<td>Nerve and muscle complaints including weakness, stiffness, and chronic muscle pain, cognitive development delays, reduced executive function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anesthesiologist</td>
<td>Respiratory failure before and after general anesthesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthopedic Surgeon</td>
<td>Foot deformities, curvature of the spine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podiatrist</td>
<td>Gait issues and muscle weakness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic Surgeon/Oral Surgeon</td>
<td>Jaw and mouth bone deformities that disturb chewing and speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audiologist</td>
<td>Hearing loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech Pathologist</td>
<td>Delayed or impaired speech, swallowing difficulties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Therapist</td>
<td>Gait irregularities and muscle weakness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finding support

Support can come from family, friends, churches, psychotherapists, and healthcare professionals, as well as other members of the DM community who live with the disease and have life experiences similar to those you experience. MDF is comprised of families living with myotonic dystrophy and we welcome you to join our support family.

Most likely you fit into one of the following categories:

- I am living with myotonic dystrophy.
- I am a parent caring for a child, young adult or adult living with myotonic dystrophy.
- I am a spouse caring for a husband or wife living with myotonic dystrophy.
- I am a non-affected family member of a person living with myotonic dystrophy.
- I am a grandparent and the genetic link to myotonic dystrophy in the family.
- I am a widow/widower of an individual who lived with myotonic dystrophy.
- I am a friend of a person living with myotonic dystrophy.

As individuals, family members, and friends of people with DM, it is important to learn to manage the symptoms of myotonic dystrophy to maintain the best possible quality of life. Support groups can help you to understand the physical as well as the psychological and emotional aspects of the disease. These groups also allow you to build alliances with other individuals in similar positions and promote learning and sharing. In the process of giving support to others, you will receive support in return. As you share your experiences with others, be mindful that the symptoms of myotonic dystrophy affect each individual differently, even those in the same family.

As most families coping with the disease know, finding a local support group can present a challenge. There are support groups coordinated through different organizations, but they are not specifically focused on myotonic dystrophy. Because of this, many homegrown support groups have sprung up in the United States, around the world, and on the internet.

The Myotonic Dystrophy Foundation Community page (www.myotonic.org) provides links to support groups, activities, and discussion forums in your area. You should also visit the MDF Community Forum (www.community.myotonic.org), where you’ll find over 2,000 people looking for information, sharing support and making connections online.
RESOURCES FOR INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES

BOOKS


MEDICAL JOURNALS

PubMed

PubMed is a searchable database of published scientific research articles maintained by the National Library of Medicine. This site is designed for researchers and clinicians and contains journal articles about research in myotonic dystrophy. View their online tutorials on the use of the site. Visitors can search terms such as myotonic dystrophy, Steinert’s disease, proximal myotonic myopathy, and PROMM to find articles about research into myotonic dystrophy. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/s

GROUPS AND ORGANIZATION

A variety of organizations exist in the United States and around the world to support people living with myotonic dystrophy. For more information and links to organizations in your area, go to the MDF website (http://www.myotonic.org) and enter “find support” in the search field in the upper right hand corner of the web page.
MDF VIDEO ACADEMY
LIST OF EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS – VIEW AT WWW.MYOTONIC.ORG

1. **Myotonic Dystrophy: A 40 Year Perspective**, Peter S. Harper, M.D., University Research Professor (Emeritus), Cardiff University

2. **The Spirit of Difference**, Rick Guidotti, Director, Positive Exposure

3. **DM 101: Introduction to Myotonic Dystrophy**, Darren Monckton, B.Sc., Ph.D., University of Glasgow

4. **DM 101: Genetics and Biology Joint Q&A Session**, Katharine Hagerman, Ph.D., University of Rochester Medical Center (2 videos)

5. **DM 101: Clinical Research Q&A Session**, Nicholas Johnson, M.D., University of Rochester Medical Center (2 videos)

6. **DM 101: Studies & Trials – Managing Expectations Q&A Session**, Nicholas Johnson, M.D., University of Rochester Medical Center (2 videos)

7. **Disease Mechanism Highlights**, Mani Mahadevan, M.D., FRCP, University of Virginia

8. **Clinical Science Highlights**, Tetsuo Ashizawa, M.D., University of Florida

9. **Therapy Highlights**, Andrew Berglund, Ph.D., University of Oregon


12. **Congenital Myotonic Dystrophy**, Lisa M. Harvey, Executive Director, MDF, Family

13. **Juvenile Onset Myotonic Dystrophy**, Shannon Lord, Founding Chairman, Board of Directors, MDF, Family

14. **Adult Onset Myotonic Dystrophy**, John Brekka, Vice-Chairman, Board of Directors, MDF, Family

15. **Caregivers Perspective**, Diane Bade, MDAAASG, Family

16. **Bridging The Gap | Paradigm for Working Together: Dream Big**, Sarah Jordan, Cleveland Clinic Lerner School of Medicine, and Eric Wang, Ph.D., Harvard-MIT Health Sciences and Technology

17. **Becoming Your Own Health Advocate Q&A Session DM1 Health supervision checklist**, Jacinda Sampson, M.D., Ph.D., University of Utah School of Medicine (2 videos)

18. **Improving Respiratory Health Q&A Session**, Nicholas Johnson, M.D., University of Rochester Medical Center (2 videos)
19. **Managing Cardiac Care Q&A Session**, William Groh, M.D., Indiana University Health (2 videos)

20. **Promoting Gastrointestinal Health Q&A Session**, John W. Day, M.D., Ph.D., Stanford University School of Medicine (2 videos)

21. **Understanding the Brain in DM Q&A Session**, John W. Day, M.D., Ph.D., Stanford University School of Medicine (2 videos)

22. **Anesthesia and other Pharmacology Q&A Session**, Neal Campbell, M.D., University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine

23. **Congenital and Childhood Onset: Thriving Against All Odds Q&A Session**, Jacinda Sampson, M.D., Ph.D., University of Utah School of Medicine (2 videos)

24. **Exercise Recommendations for Health & Fitness | Assistive Devices to Maximize Mobility & Independence Q&A Session**, Shree Pandya, PT, DPT, MS and Katy Eichinger, PT, DPT, NCS, University of Rochester Medical Center (2 videos)

25. **Genetic Counseling**, Judith Ranells, M.D., University of South Florida

26. **Managing Myotonic Dystrophy Type 2 (DM2)**, John W. Day, M.D., Ph.D., Stanford University School of Medicine

27. **Planning for Your Future When Living with a Chronic Health Condition Part 1 Part 2**, Travis Finchum, ESQ, Beth W. Patterson, CPA and Lansing Roy, J.D. (2 videos)
Amniocentesis
A method of prenatal diagnosis at 15 weeks in which a fluid sample is removed from the womb and grown in tissue culture. It takes 2-3 weeks for results; a fetus can be tested for genetic diseases this way.

Ankle Foot Orthosis (AFO)
Apparatus used to support, align, prevent, or correct deformities or to improve the function of the ankle and foot.

Anticipation
Tendency in certain genetic disorders—like myotonic dystrophy—for individuals in successive generations to present with symptoms at an earlier age and/or with more severe manifestations; often observed in disorders resulting from the expression of a trinucleotide repeat mutation that tends to increase in size and have a more significant effect when passed from one generation to the next.

Anticholinesterases
One of the drugs (such as neostigmine) that myotonic dystrophy patients should avoid; can adversely affect diameter of blood vessels, function of the intestines, and the part of the nervous system that controls smooth muscle, heart muscle and gland cells.

Apnea
Periodic absence of breathing while sleeping.

Armodafinil
A drug used to treat excessive daytime sleepiness (brand name is Nuvigil).

Arrhythmia
Irregular heart beat.

Aspiration pneumonia
Serious form of pneumonia resulting from inhalation of foreign material, usually food particles or vomit, into the bronchi.

Asymptomatic
Without symptoms; showing no evidence of disease.

Atrial fibrillation
Abnormal heartbeat in which the normal rhythmical contractions of the upper chambers of the heart (cardiac atria) are replaced by rapid irregular twitchings of the muscular wall.

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
Behavior disorder originating in childhood in which the essential features are signs of developmentally inappropriate inattention, impulsivity and hyperactivity. Although most individuals have symptoms of both inattention and hyperactivity-impulsivity, one or the other pattern may be predominant. The disorder is more frequent in males than females. Symptoms often attenuate during late adolescence, although a minority experiences the full complement of symptoms into mid-adulthood.

Autosomal dominant
Pattern of inheritance in which if one parent has a mutated gene, each offspring has a 50% chance of inheriting it.

Barium swallow test
Test in which a person swallows barium and the swallowing process is filmed to detect possible abnormalities.

Blepheroplasty
Any operation for the correction of a defect in the eyelids that helps to improve the field of vision.

Bradyarrhythmia
Any disturbance of the heart’s rhythm resulting in a rate of less than 60 beats per minute.

Bulbar weakness
Presence of weakness in the tongue, lips, palate, pharynx and larynx.
Cataracts
A film that can form in the eye and cause complete or partial opacity of the ocular lens, or blurry vision; in myotonic dystrophy patients, often posterior subcapsular iridescent cataracts form; they are sometimes referred to as Christmas tree cataracts

Cardiac conduction
The electrical impulses that cause the heart to beat

Cardiomyopathy
Damage to the heart muscle that decreases its ability to pump blood effectively

Cardiotoxicity
Substance that is harmful to the heart

CCTG
The abbreviation for “cytosine, cytosine, thymidine, guanine”, the chemicals in the DNA that cause myotonic dystrophy type 2 (on chromosome 3) when they are created in repeats greater than the normal number

Chorionic villus sampling (CVS)
A method of prenatal diagnosis that is performed at around 10 weeks into the pregnancy; a biopsy in which a piece of membrane around the embryo is removed using a needle through the abdomen or vagina; results are usually available in 1-2 weeks

Chromosome
One of the bodies (normally 23 pairs) located in the nucleus of a cell that hosts the genes

Cisapride
Prokinetic drug (such as Propulsid) that should be avoided by individuals with myotonic dystrophy

Club foot
Inversion of the foot in which only the outer side of the sole touches the ground; also called talipes equinovarus

CNS
Abbreviation for central nervous system; brain

Cognitive problems
Difficulties with thinking, learning and memory

Conduction defects
Problems with the electrical impulses that regulate the heart beat

Congenital
Present at birth

Contractures
Permanent tightening of muscles causing abnormal joint rigidity

CPAP
Acronym for continuous positive airway pressure; a device that delivers air to the nose for easier breathing; often used at night for those with sleep apnea

Creatine Kinase (CK) levels
Important enzyme in muscle contraction

CTG
Abbreviation for “cytosine, thymidine, guanine”, the 3 chemicals in the DNA that cause myotonic dystrophy type 1 (on chromosome 19) when they expand beyond the normal 5-37 repeats found along the rung-like parts of the DNA’s double helix that resemble a twisting ladder

Degenerative
Deteriorating, getting worse

Depolarizing neuromuscular blocking agents
Type of drugs (such as suxamethonium chloride) causing muscle relaxation and short-term muscle paralysis

Distal
Situated away from the trunk of the body, at the end of the limbs toward the feet and hands
DM1
Abbreviation for the Latin name for myotonic dystrophy (dystrophia myotonica) type 1, the more severe form of myotonic dystrophy with the mutation found on chromosome 19

DM2
Abbreviation for the Latin name for myotonic dystrophy (dystrophia myotonica) type 2, with the mutation found on chromosome 3

DMPK
The abbreviation for the myotonic dystrophy gene, Myotonic Dystrophy Protein Kinase, that causes DM1; it is located on chromosome 19

Double helix
Two strands of DNA held together by hydrogen bonds; when enlarged they resemble a tiny ladder (with many rungs) that has been uniformly twisted; it is along these rungs that the chemical repeats expand beyond their normal number and cause the mutation, or change, in the gene that causes myotonic dystrophy

Dominant inheritance
The expression of a gene where if one parent carries the mutated gene, the children have a 50% chance of getting it

Dysphagia
Difficulty swallowing

Dysphasia
Difficulty speaking

Dyspnea
Shortness of breath

Dystrophy
An inherited muscle disorder in which the muscles become weaker

Ectopic
Occurring in the wrong place in the body, such as the development of an impregnated egg outside the cavity of the uterus, or a cardiac beat originating elsewhere than at the sinoatrial node

EDS
Acronym for excessive daytime sleepiness

EKG or ECG
Electrocardiogram, a test that prints out a graphic record of a person’s heart beat

Endocrine system
The body system that secretes hormones that enable the body to perform many of its functions

Epidemiology
The study of the distribution of health-related states (e.g. for a specific disease like myotonic dystrophy) or events in specified populations

Esophagus
The portion of the digestive canal between the pharynx and stomach

Expansion
Referring to enlargement of the myotonic dystrophy genetic mutation, or abnormality, as it passes to offspring; also refers to the enlargement of mutations within a given organ or system over the life of an affected individual (see somatic mosaicism); happens often in myotonic dystrophy

Foot drop
Partial or total inability to dorsiflex (lift upward) the foot

Gait
Manner of walking

Gastroenterologist
Doctor focusing on the function and disorders of the stomach, intestines and assorted organs that are often referred to as the GI tract

Gene
Functional unit of heredity (specifies eye and hair color, height and many other characteristics including inherited diseases) that occupies a specific place on a chromosome; it is capable of reproducing itself at each cell division and directs the formation of an enzyme or protein
**Genetic**  
Pertaining to genes; inherited

**Genetic counseling**  
Meeting with a medical professional, often a geneticist, to learn how a possible inherited disease can affect you, and how you can avoid passing it to your offspring

**Genomic background**  
Referring to the complete set of genes inherited from one’s parents

**Genotypes**  
Sum total of the genetic material transmitted from a person’s parents

**GI tract**  
Bodily system referring to the stomach, intestines and related organs

**Gonadal (or testicular) atrophy in men**  
Medical condition in which the male reproductive organs (the testes) diminish in size and fail to function

**G-Tube**  
Implanted feeding tube supplying sustenance when person is unable to safely swallow on his own

**Haplotype analysis**  
Molecular genetic testing to identify a set of closely linked segments of DNA

**Heterotropia**  
Inability of one eye to attain binocular vision with the other because of imbalance of the muscles of the eyeball—also called strabismus or squint.

**Hydramnios**  
Excessive amniotic fluid build-up in the amniotic sac during pregnancy

**Hyperkalemia**  
Greater than normal concentration of potassium ions in the circulating blood

**Hyperostosis**  
Excessive growth of bony tissue

**Hypersomnia**  
Excessive daytime sleepiness

**Hypertrophy**  
General increase in bulk or a part of an organ

**Hypothermia**  
Body temperature significantly below 98.6

**Hypotonia**  
Low muscle tone causing floppiness, as in a child with the congenital form of myotonic dystrophy

**Implanted Cardioconverter Defibrillator (ICD)**  
Cardiac device implanted in the chest; a combination pacemaker and defibrillator designed to regulate the heartbeat, to keep it from beating too fast or too slow

**Impulse inhibition**  
Inability to control one’s impulses

**In vitro fertilization**  
Eggs are obtained from the female after her ovaries have been stimulated with infertility drugs. While under sedation and with the use of ultrasound guidance, a needle is inserted into the ovaries and eggs are aspirated. These eggs are then fertilized in the laboratory (in vitro) with the partner’s sperm and the developing embryos are cultured from three to six days.

**Incentive spirometry**  
Breathing device to help exercise breathing muscles and help maximize lung capacity

**Induction drugs**  
Drugs given intravenously that quickly induce unconsciousness prior to surgery and certain other procedures

**Insulin resistance**  
Diminished effectiveness of insulin in lowering blood sugar levels
**Intercostal muscles**  
Muscles between the ribs

**Intubation**  
Insertion of a tube into the lungs to provide pulmonary ventilation, or to assist with breathing

**Mexiletine**  
A drug used to treat myotonia (delayed muscle relaxation after contraction) in muscle diseases such as myotonic dystrophy and myotonia congenital (brand name is Mexitil)

**Modafinil**  
A drug is used to treat excessive daytime sleepiness (brand name is Provigil)

**Motility**  
Power of spontaneous movement

**Multisystemic disorder**  
Disease that can affect many different organs and systems in the body

**Mutation**  
A change in the normal chemistry of a gene

**Myotonia**  
Inability of contracted muscles to relax on command, or a special kind of muscle stiffness

**Myopathy**  
Muscle weakness

**NICU**  
Neonatal (new born) intensive care unit

**Opiates**  
Any preparation or derivative of opium

**Oro**  
Referring to the mouth

**Oropharyngeal muscle weakness**  
Reduced strength in the upper expanded portion of the digestive tube between the soft palate and the epiglottis

**PCR (polymerase chain reaction)**  
A procedure that produces millions of copies of a short segment of DNA; the amplified product, doubled each cycle for 30 more cycles, can then be subjected to further testing. It is a common procedure in molecular genetic testing designed to generate enough DNA to perform the test; in individuals suspected of having myotonic dystrophy, it can be used to determine the number of trinucleotide repeats in the DMPK gene on the 19th chromosome.

**PGD**  
Abbreviation for Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis, achieved through in vitro fertilization where analysis of embryos is done prior to being implanted by a doctor into the uterus of a woman

**Pacemaker**  
Implanted heart device to correct a very slow or irregular heart beat

**Perioperative**  
Before, during or immediately after the time of surgery

**Pharynx**  
The passage that leads from the cavities of the nose and mouth to the larynx (voice box) and esophagus. Air passes through the pharynx on the way to the lungs, and food enters the esophagus from the pharynx.

**Phenotype**  
The observable signs, symptoms and other aspects of a person’s outward appearance and behavior

**PICU**  
Pediatric intensive care unit

**Pilomatrixoma**  
Benign skin tumors under the skin; associated with hair follicles

**Placenta**  
Organ formed inside the lining of the womb that provides nourishment for fetus and elimination of its waste products
**Placenta accreta**
Condition in pregnancy in which the placenta (see definition) has an abnormally deep attachment through the endometrium and into the myometrium (the middle layer of the uterine wall), causing full or partial placental retention. Condition typically requires surgery to prevent abnormal post-partum bleeding and fully remove the placenta. In severe cases can lead to a hysterectomy or can be fatal.

**Placenta previa**
Condition in pregnancy in which the placenta (see definition) is implanted in lower segment of womb close to the internal opening of the cervix, or sometimes completely covering that internal opening.

**Polyhydramnios**
Excessive amniotic fluid build-up during pregnancy.

**Postoperative apnea**
Absence of breathing after surgery.

**Postpartum hemorrhage**
Heavy bleeding from the birth canal after vaginal delivery of a baby.

**Pre-mutation**
Presence of slightly more than the normal number of nucleotide repeats in the genetic mutation (e.g. in DM1, somewhere between 38 and 50 CTG repeats); the person exhibits no symptoms but is at risk of having affected children.

**Prenatal diagnosis**
Process of determining whether a child in the womb has a specific disorder.

**Prognosis**
Forecast of the probable course and outcome of a disease or condition.

**PROMM (Proximal Myotonic Myopathy)**
Another name for myotonic dystrophy type 2 (DM2).

**Proximal**
In medicine, referring to a part of the body that is nearest to the trunk of the body, such as thighs and upper arms.

**Ptosis**
Droopy eyelids due to muscle atrophy.

**Pulse oximetry**
Test to measure oxygen levels in the blood.

**Respiratory function test**
Test that measures the amount of air a person can blow out.

**Smooth muscles**
Muscles that are part of or surround internal organs, as along the gastrointestinal tract.

**Somatic**
Physical.

**Somatic mosaicism**
In DM1, the presence of different repeat numbers of CTG in DM1 and CCTG in DM2 (the abnormality) found in different organs and systems within the same person and very likely contributes to the tissue-specific and progressive nature of the symptoms seen in myotonic dystrophy.

**Sonogram**
Image created by ultrasound obtained by a computerized instrument; it can reveal internal parts of the body, such as thyroid gland or fetus in utero.

**Steinert’s disease**
The first name given to myotonic dystrophy when it was identified as a disease by Dr. Hans Steinert of Germany in 1909.

**Strabismus**
Inability of one eye to attain binocular vision with the other because of imbalance of the muscles of the eyeball—also called heterotropia or squint.

**Sudden heart block**
Condition of the heart in which the passage of an electrical impulse is arrested, wholly or in part, temporarily or permanently.

**Tachyarrhythmia**
Very rapid heart beats.
**Talipes equinovarus**  
Inversion of the foot in which only the outer side of the sole touches the ground; also called club foot

**Testicular (or gonadal) atrophy**  
Condition in men in which the reproductive organs (testes) shrink and may lose function

**Tetranucleotide repeats**  
As related to myotonic dystrophy, the series of 4 chemicals (abbreviated CCTG and found in the DNA of the ZNF9 gene, on the 3rd chromosome) that repeats itself more times than normal and causes myotonic dystrophy type 2

**Tracheostomy tube**  
Tube inserted into the windpipe to keep the opening free for breathing when a person has difficulty breathing independently

**Tracheotomy**  
Implantation of a tube into the trachea to assist patient with breathing; inserted through neck just below the thyroid gland

**Trinucleotide repeats**  
As related to myotonic dystrophy, the series of 3 chemicals (abbreviated CTG and found in the DNA of the DMPK gene, on the 19th chromosome) that repeats itself more times than normal and causes myotonic dystrophy type 1

**ZNF9**  
The mutated gene on chromosome 3 that causes DM2; sometimes called the zinc finger gene
### KEY MILESTONES IN MYOTONIC DYSTROPHY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1876</td>
<td>Myotonia recorded in detail by Danish physician Julius Thomsen who, along with many family members from four generations, suffered from myotonia congenita; also later known as Thomsen’s disease.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Hans Steinert in Germany, F.E. Batten and H.P. Gibb in England first described disease, now known as myotonic dystrophy, as a distinct disorder different from myotonia congenita.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>High prevalence of cataracts noted in individuals with myotonic dystrophy. As a result, non-muscular symptoms came to be recognized as features of the disorder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Myotonic dystrophy recognized as a generalized systemic disorder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916</td>
<td>Detailed muscle changes analyzed under microscope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>Increase in severity and earlier onset in successive generations, known as anticipation, recognized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>EMG used to show myotonia is associated with profuse electrical activity in muscle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>First systematic family studies conducted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>Watson and Crick proposed a molecular structure for DNA, initiating the field of molecular genetics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>Congenital form with maternal transmission recognized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Myotonic dystrophy type 1, also known as DM1, gene identified on 19th chromosome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Myotonic dystrophy first reproduced in experimental animal model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Second gene identified, on chromosome 3, as cause of myotonic dystrophy type 2, also known as PROMM or DM2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PART 3: INFORMATION FOR MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS

OVERVIEW

Myotonic dystrophy (DM) is a progressive, multisystemic disorder. It is one of the nine forms of muscular dystrophy and the most common form of adult-onset muscular dystrophy. Myotonic dystrophy is a triplet repeat disease caused by an autosomal dominant mutation. Other triplet diseases include Huntington’s disease, spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy (SBMA), and fragile X syndrome.

Types of DM

Two well-defined, but overlapping types of myotonic dystrophy have been identified:

- **DM1.** The first type (also known as Steinert’s disease) is the most prevalent form of the condition and generally the most severe. This form affects at least 1 in 8,000 people world-wide or 40,000 people in the United States alone, although prevalence may be significantly under-reported. DM1 has three subtypes that vary based on age at onset:

  - **Congenital.** Presents potentially life-threatening issues at birth
  - **Childhood onset.** Typically first presents with intellectual disability, and learning disabilities
  - **Adult onset.** Characterized by distal muscle weakness, atrophy, myotonia and many other multisystemic issues.

- **DM2.** Myotonic dystrophy type 2, also known as proximal myotonic myopathy (PROMM), is a milder form of myotonic dystrophy in which transient muscle pain is the most common complaint. Only adult-onset forms of DM2 have been recognized. To date, there have been few large scale or definitive studies to determine the prevalence of DM2.

Other possible types, caused by different genetic mutations, are currently being investigated.

Clinical presentation

Although the most pronounced characteristic of myotonic dystrophy is skeletal and smooth muscle dysfunction (weakness, stiffness, and pain), the condition can present with issues such as reduced cognitive function, vision impairment, gastrointestinal disturbances, endocrine deficiency, fertility issues, cardiovascular dysfunction, personality abnormalities, and respiratory insufficiency, in addition to muscle complaints.

The range of systems affected and the severity of symptoms seen can vary greatly between patients, even in the same family. However, an affected person does not typically exhibit all, or even most, of the possible symptoms. Often the disorder is mild and only minor muscle weakness or cataracts are seen late in life. At the opposite end of the spectrum, life-threatening neuromuscular, cardiac, and pulmonary complications can occur in the most severe cases when children are born with the congenital form of the disorder.
Diagnosis

Genetic tests

Genetic testing is available for myotonic dystrophy DM1 using standard DNA diagnostic protocols (PCR and southern blot) to determine definitively whether or not an individual has myotonic dystrophy.

Genetic testing is also available for DM2 using standard DNA diagnostic protocols, however, the repeat expansion may be too large for PCR testing in some cases. In those instances, southern blot techniques are used for diagnosis.

Systemic problems

A range of diagnostic tests are used to identify problems related to affected body systems. In the absence of genetic testing, electromyography (EMG) is a highly effective diagnostic tool for identifying myotonic dystrophy in a high proportion of people with DM1 or DM2. (See Neuromuscular Assessment, p. 50)

Management

Myotonic dystrophy is a progressive or degenerative disease. Symptoms tend to worsen gradually over several decades. While no treatment exists that slows the progression of myotonic dystrophy, management of its symptoms can greatly improve patient quality of life. Early intervention can reduce or avert complications that sometimes arise.

Childhood onset and congenital myotonic dystrophy present significantly differently from adult-onset forms of myotonic dystrophy, and require special management. Pregnancy in affected mothers poses serious complications for both the mother and the newborn, often requiring intensive intervention.

Because of the range of systems involved, affected individuals may see multiple specialists who are unaware of the full spectrum of issues experienced by their patient. This variability presents unique challenges in both the diagnosis and management of the disease. Multi-disciplinary teams are often required to provide comprehensive, coordinated clinical care.

Regardless of the form of DM or the severity of symptoms experienced by a patient, individuals with myotonic dystrophy can have severe and life-threatening reactions to anesthesia and should be monitored carefully whenever anesthesia is administered.
Myotonic dystrophy (DM) was the first autosomal dominant disease found to be caused by a repeat expansion that is transcribed into RNA, but is not translated into protein. Transcriptions of the repeat expansion accumulate and, as toxic RNAs, disrupt the function of up to twenty other genes, causing the multiple symptoms of the disorder.

Although the two types of myotonic dystrophy present with similar symptoms, they have fundamentally different origins. The two forms (DM1 and DM2) are caused by distinct microsatellite expansions that occur in the non-coding regions of different genes. (The existence of other forms, caused by mutations at different sites, is currently being investigated.)

**Causes of DM1**

The genetic defect for this form of the disorder results in an expanded and unstable (CTG) trinucleotide repeat, localized to the 3’ untranslated region of the dystrophia myotonica-protein kinase (DMPK) gene on chromosome 19q13.3. Once there are more than 37 triplet repeats in the DMPK gene, the expanded sequence becomes unstable and slippage is more frequent. Disease symptoms are apparent in individuals once the CTG expansion exceeds 50 repeats. Disease severity roughly correlates with the number of repeats:

- Individuals with 5 to 37 repeats in the 3’ UTR region are unaffected.
- Individuals with 38-50 repeats are said to carry the pre-mutation. These individuals are asymptomatic and are unlikely ever to show symptoms. However, these repeats are unstable and very likely to expand during meiosis. As a result, such individuals are at risk of having affected children.
- Individuals with >50 repeats to 4000 repeats have myotonic dystrophy. These individuals are symptomatic or likely to develop symptoms in later life. A looser correlation is seen between the form of the disease and repeat count in these individuals:
  - 50 to 150 repeats are consistent with the mild adult-onset form of myotonic dystrophy.
  - 100 to 1000 repeats are consistent with the classic adult or childhood onset form of myotonic dystrophy.
  - 750 repeats are consistent with the congenital form of myotonic dystrophy and often result in severe neonatal complications.
The figure below presents a visual explanation of the cause of DM1.

Causes of DM2

Also known as proximal myotonic myopathy (PROMM), this form is caused by an expanded and unstable (CCTG)n tetranucleotide repeat in the first intron of the zinc finger 9 (Znf9 also known as Cnbp) gene on chromosome 3. The repeat structure in DM2 is more complex than the triplet repeat seen in DM1.

- The normal repeat structure is approximately 10-20 repeats of a complex motif that is 104 to 176 nucleotides long ((TG)12-26(TCTG)7-12(CCTG)3-9(g/tCTG)0-4(CCTG)4-15).

- Individuals with 22-33 uninterrupted CCTG repeats are said to carry a pre-mutation. These individuals are asymptomatic and are unlikely ever to show symptoms. However, these repeats are unstable and very likely to expand during meiosis. As a result, such individuals are at risk of having affected children.

- Unaffected individuals typically have less than 75 repeats. Once the repeat number exceeds 75, the expanded sequence becomes unstable and slippage is more frequent. Affected individuals can have between 75 and 11,000 copies of the repeat sequence.

- The minimum pathogenic length of the expanded region appears to be 75 uninterrupted CCTG repeats. Repeat counts can increase to over 11,000 in affected individuals, with a mean repeat length of ~5000 repeats. The expanded region has been shown to display an even greater instability than the DM1 mutation.

- Unlike DM1, the length of the DM2 repeated DNA expansion does not appear to correlate significantly with the age of onset or severity of disease symptoms.
The figure below presents a visual explanation of the cause of DM2.

Other forms

Additional forms (DM3, DM4) have been suggested, as a small number of individuals have been seen who have the characteristic symptoms of myotonic dystrophy, but who do not have the genetic mutations which cause these disorders. Considerable debate exists as to whether these individuals truly represent a new form of myotonic dystrophy or whether they simply present unique diagnostic challenges.

Origins of DM

The mutation involved in DM1 does not arise spontaneously. It appears that all affected individuals share a common ancestor. With the exception of one sub-Saharan family, the presence of DM1 has been associated with a single haplotype within and flanking the DMPK gene. This suggests predisposition for CTG instability has resulted from a single mutation event, which occurred after the migration from Africa to Europe.

A second alternative exists, where predisposition to CTG instability is due to elements within the haplotype. Individuals who do not possess this specific set of genetic alleles would have a stable number of repeats and not develop the disease.
Commonalities between DM1 and DM2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DM1</th>
<th>DM2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Core Features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myotonia</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>(+) to +, on EMG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle Weakness</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>(+) to ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cataracts</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>- to ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Localization of Muscle Weakness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial Weakness, Jaw Muscles</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>- to +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal Limb Muscle Weakness</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>- to +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal Limb Muscle Weakness</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>+ to ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sternocleidomastoid Muscle</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+ to ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Muscle Symptoms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle/Joint Pain and Stiffness</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- to ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle Strength Variations</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- to +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle atrophy, distal</td>
<td>+,</td>
<td>- to +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle Cramps</td>
<td>- to (+)</td>
<td>- to +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calf Hypertrophy</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- to ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Muscle Biopsy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber Atrophy</td>
<td>- to +, type-1 fibers</td>
<td>+ to +, type-2 fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cardiac Arrhythmias</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac Arrhythmias</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>- to ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated Serum CK Levels</td>
<td>(+) to ++</td>
<td>(+) to ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGTase Elevation</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>- to +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypoimmunoglobulinemia IgG</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>- to +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperhydrosis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- to +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brain</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- to ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Change in Mental State</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>- to (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypersomnia</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>- to (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Retardiation</td>
<td>+,</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insulin Resistance/Glucose Intolerance/Diabetes</strong></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>- to (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Male Hypogonadism</strong></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>- to +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frontal Baldness</strong></td>
<td>++</td>
<td>- to (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genetics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inheritance</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipation</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>- to (+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locus</td>
<td>DMPK</td>
<td>ZNF9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromosome</td>
<td>19q13.3</td>
<td>3q21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion Mutation</td>
<td>(CTG)n</td>
<td>(CCTG)n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital Form</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*+, present; ++, pronounced; (+), variably present; -, absent. AD, autosomal dominant.
# Differences in Clinical Manifestations between DM1 and DM2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DM1</th>
<th>DM2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genetics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inheritance</td>
<td>autosomal dominant</td>
<td>autosomal dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipation</td>
<td>pronounced</td>
<td>exceptional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital Form</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromosome</td>
<td>19q13.3</td>
<td>3q21.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locus</td>
<td>DMPK</td>
<td>ZNF9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansion Mutation</td>
<td>(CTG)n</td>
<td>(CCTG)n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Expansion</td>
<td>3' UTR</td>
<td>Intron 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Core Features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Myotonia</td>
<td>evident in adult onset</td>
<td>present in &lt;50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMG Myotonia</td>
<td>generally present</td>
<td>absent and variable in many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle Weakness</td>
<td>disabling by age 50</td>
<td>onset as late as age 60-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cataracts</td>
<td>generally present</td>
<td>present in minority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Localization of Muscle Weakness</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facial Weakness, Jaw Muscles</td>
<td>generally present</td>
<td>usually absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulbar Weakness - Dysphagia</td>
<td>generally present later in life</td>
<td>not present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory Muscles</td>
<td>generally present later in life</td>
<td>exceptional cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal Limb Muscle Weakness</td>
<td>generally prominent</td>
<td>flexor digitorum profundus on testing, but only in some</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal Limb Muscle Weakness</td>
<td>may be absent</td>
<td>main disability in most patients, late</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sternocleidomastoid Weakness</td>
<td>generally prominent</td>
<td>prominent in few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Muscle Symptoms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myalgic Pain</td>
<td>absent or mild</td>
<td>most disabling symptom in many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle Strength Variations</td>
<td>no variations</td>
<td>can be considerable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible Muscle Atrophy</td>
<td>face, temporal, distal hands and legs</td>
<td>usually absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calf Hypertrophy</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present in ≥50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Muscle Biopsy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber Atrophy</td>
<td>smallness of type-1 fibers</td>
<td>highly atrophic type-2 fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear clump fibers</td>
<td>in end-stage only</td>
<td>scattered early before weakness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarcomplasmic Masses</td>
<td>very frequent in distal muscles</td>
<td>extremely rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring Fibers</td>
<td>frequent</td>
<td>may occur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Nuclei</td>
<td>massive in distal muscle</td>
<td>variable and mainly in type-2 fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cardiac Arrhythmias</strong></td>
<td>generally present</td>
<td>highly variable: absent to severe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brain</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremors</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>prominent in many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Changes</td>
<td>early in most</td>
<td>not apparent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypersomnia</td>
<td>prominent</td>
<td>infrequent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Decline</td>
<td>prominent</td>
<td>not apparent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manifest Diabetes</strong></td>
<td>frequent</td>
<td>infrequent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontal Balding in Males</td>
<td>generally present</td>
<td>exceptionally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Childhood-onset CNS-problems</td>
<td>frequent</td>
<td>absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased frequency of co-segregating heterozygous recessive CLCN1 mutations</td>
<td>absent</td>
<td>present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incapacity (Work and ADL)</strong></td>
<td>always &gt;30-35</td>
<td>rarely &lt;60 unless severe pains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Life Expectancy</strong></td>
<td>reduced</td>
<td>normal range</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Used with permission of the authors Bjarne Udd and Ralf Krahe, last updated: 08/05/2009)
The prior tables are presented here by permission of the authors and represent a work in progress, as research continues to evolve on the understanding of the clinical manifestations of both diseases. Therefore, it is quite possible that a person will receive different opinions from different clinicians on certain aspects of these tables.

Bjarne Udd, M.D., Ph.D., Professor, Neuromuscular Center, Tampere University Hospital, Tampere, Finland

Ralf Krahe, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Department of Cancer Genetics, University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX

**Molecular basis of myotonic dystrophy**

Myotonic dystrophy is one of the most complex disorders known. In addition to the incredible variability of clinical symptoms, the disease also has unique mechanistic features:

- **True autosomal inheritance.** The disease phenotype of patients who are homozygous for myotonic dystrophy is essentially the same as those who are heterozygous.

- **Variable penetrance.** Considerable variability is seen between affected individuals, even within the same family. Somatic mosaicism is common, where the genetic defect can be significantly different in various tissues in a single individual and can change over time.

- **Anticipation.** The disease symptoms tend to be more severe and occur earlier in successive generations.

- **Maternal transmission bias for the congenital form.** In the most severe form of myotonic dystrophy (congenital myotonic dystrophy: DM1), transmission is nearly always maternal and does not appear to be related to the severity of the disease in the mother. The mutated gene is only very rarely inherited from the father in newborns with myotonic dystrophy.

**RNA toxicity**

Studies have been done to understand how these non-coding mutations could have a trans-dominant effect (i.e. how they could affect other genes not associated with the mutation locus). This research suggests a gain-of-function RNA mechanism underlies the clinical features common to both diseases. In both forms of myotonic dystrophy, RNAs transcribed from the genes have unusually long repeats of either CUG (DM1) or CCUG (DM2). The nucleotide repeats cause the RNA strands to develop abnormal hairpin folds. These misshaped RNA structures then bind splice-regulating proteins, forming RNA-protein complexes that accumulate within nuclei. These nuclear foci can disrupt biological function by altering the available amounts of two classes of RNA-binding splice regulators:

- **Muscleblind-like (Mbnl) proteins (Mbnl1, Mbnll and Mbxl).** Mbnl splice regulators are sequestered in the nuclear foci, resulting in nuclear depletion and a loss of function.

- **Cugbp and ETR-3 Like Factors (CELF).** The expression of Cugbp1 is increased through a signaling event that results in its phosphorylation and stabilization.
The disruption of these splice regulators interferes with the processing of transcripts in more than twenty other genes. In all cases, the aberrant splicing results in abnormal developmental processing where embryonic isoforms of the resulting proteins are expressed in adult myotonic dystrophy tissues. The immature proteins then appear to cause the clinical features common to both diseases. See examples of affected genes and the resulting clinical features in the chart below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical feature</th>
<th>Gene abnormalities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brain dysfunction</td>
<td>Increased inclusion of NMDA NR1 receptor exon 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decreased inclusion of Amyloid Precursor Protein exon 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decreased inclusion of Tau exon 2, 3 and 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac abnormalities</td>
<td>Increased inclusion of Cardiac Troponin T (cTNT or TNNT2) exon 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin resistance in muscle and liver</td>
<td>Decreased inclusion of Insulin Receptor (IR) exon 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle channelopathy, membrane hyperexcitability, and</td>
<td>3 defective splice isoforms of Muscle-Specific Chloride Channel CLCN1, each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>myotonia</td>
<td>containing a premature termination codon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle atrophy</td>
<td>Increased inclusion of fetal isoforms A and B of the Myotubularin-related 1 (MTMR1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decreased inclusion of Dystrophin exon 71 or 78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Somatic mosaicism**

Tissues in affected individuals can have unstable expanded regions. Once repeat counts reach an approximate threshold (>35 repeats for DM1 and >75 repeats in DM2), these sequences become highly unstable in both the soma and germ line. As a result, a single individual may have cells and tissues that differ in repeat count (referred to as somatic mosaicism). Somatic mosaicism is age and size-dependent, and a likely contributor to the tissue-specific and progressive nature of the myotonic dystrophy symptoms.

Several features of somatic mosaicism have been observed:

- Repeats show an expansion bias; i.e. the number of repeats tends to increase instead of decrease.
- Changes in repeat counts accumulate over time, so the expanded regions tend to grow through the life of individuals with myotonic dystrophy.
- Rate of change depends primarily on the inherited size of the mutation, with more repeats being more unstable and showing faster increases in the number of repeats.
- Level of mosaicism varies between tissues. In particular, the number of repeats in muscle cells is typically greater than those seen in circulating lymphocytes.
- Level of mosaicism can vary within a tissue (i.e. different cells within the same tissue have different number of repeats).
Although the mutational mechanism is not well understood, DNA replication and DNA repair are likely to be responsible for the changes in the number of repeat units in myotonic dystrophy patients. It is possible that individual specific factors (genetic and/or environmental) play an important role in the somatic dynamics of the repeat and that the process of somatic expansion may be very likely correlated with the clinical progression of the disease.

**Anticipation**

Because expansion of the CTG repeats commonly occurs during meiosis, the repeat count tends to increase over successive generations. As a result, children of affected individuals (including those with the pre-mutation) tend to experience more severe symptoms at an earlier age than their parent. This parent-to-child amplification of repeat count is termed anticipation.

The molecular cause of anticipation is based on the instability of long stretches of repeated nucleotide sequences. These repeats occur naturally, but are present in greater copy numbers in individuals with myotonic dystrophy. Once repeat counts reach a predictable threshold (>38 repeats for DM1 and >75 repeats in DM2), the sequences become highly unstable. The cellular machinery for DNA replication begins to slip across the expanded region, generating extra copies of the repeated sequence. The length changes caused by this slippage are relatively large, often with gains of 100 repeats or more.

These expansions occur in both somatic and germline tissues. Because the expanded repeats are particularly unstable in meiotic cells, slippage during gametogenesis is common. The resulting eggs or sperm have dramatically higher repeat counts than somatic parental cells. Repeat count tends to increase over successive generations as a result. Nearly all pedigrees show this progressive expansion, although decreases in copy number have been reported in rare cases.

The few reported decreases are due at least in part to the fact that the number of repeats changes, is different in different cells, and increases in number throughout the lifetime of the individual. Thus, the number of repeats reported in a diagnostic test will depend on how old the individual was when sampled, which tissue was tested and then will only measure the average number of repeats.

**Symptomatic Consequences of Anticipation**

- **DM1.** The repeat length shows a positive correlation with the severity of the disease. In addition, the number of repeats shows a negative correlation with the age of onset. As repeat counts increase over successive generations, the progeny tend to experience more severe symptoms at an earlier age. However, these correlations are not very precise, and it is not possible to accurately predict how severely and when an individual will be affected.

Therefore, the use of pre-symptomatic testing in this disorder should be carefully considered. The size of repeat expansions (measured by the standard method) in white blood cells should not be considered predictive of the age of onset and severity of symptoms. New assays that can measure age-independent repeat expansions are required and are being developed.
DM2. Repeat expansions tend to be more extensive than those seen in DM1. However, anticipation is less pronounced as repeat length does not correlate strongly with increased severity or earlier onset of disease symptoms. The degree of anticipation may be underestimated, however, as the extensive somatic mosaicism seen in DM2 patients confounds assessment of the phenomenon.

Maternal transmission of congenital DM1

Anticipation occurs differently in males and females. Extreme amplifications are seen during gametogenesis in females with DM1, elevating their risk of having a child with congenital DM1. These large increases in repeat count are only rarely seen in males. It is hypothesized that maternal imprinting plays a role in the difference seen, although minimal methylation evidence exists to support this conclusion.

As a result of this anticipation bias, newborns with the severe congenital form of myotonic dystrophy are almost always the offspring of affected mothers. Because the increase in repeat count can be dramatic, the mothers may be asymptomatic or have symptoms so mild that they are unaware they have the disease. In such cases, the child is often the index case in the extended family and other relatives may be subsequently identified as having the disease.
MULTISYSTEMIC FEATURES OF MYOTONIC DYSTROPHY

Myotonic dystrophy (DM) is a multisystemic disorder that can affect all age groups. Because of the range of systems affected, management requires a more expansive approach than most disorders and care is best provided by a coordinated, multidisciplinary team.

**Skeletal muscles**

**Symptoms**

**Myotonia**

Sustained muscle contraction (myotonia) is a distinctive aspect of myotonic dystrophy. The presence of myotonia is not the most disabling aspect of DM, but it is the recognized hallmark of the condition, and the aspect of the disease that distinguishes it from other forms of muscular dystrophy.

Myotonia stems from an abnormality of the muscle fiber membrane (sarcolemma) that results in an extended delay before muscles can relax after a contraction. A muscle starts its contraction on cue, but the electrical activity continues after the nerve signal has ended, causing a stiffness or “locking up” of the muscle.

Myotonia can be observed by having a patient grip tightly with the fingers. It may take the hand muscles 20 seconds or more to fully relax after a sustained grip (grip myotonia). Myotonia can also be demonstrated by tapping a muscle with a reflex hammer (percussion myotonia). Current research indicates that myotonia may be related to decreased chloride ion conduction across the sarcolemma.
Myotonia in DM1

- Most prominent in the forearm and finger muscles, causing grip lock
- Sometimes affects tongue and jaw muscles, leading to difficulty with speech and chewing
- Commonly worse in cold weather

Myotonia in DM2

- Affects finger grip muscles
- Also noticeable in leg muscles, especially in thighs, and in the back and shoulders
- Quick movements may trigger muscle stiffness (e.g. hitting a baseball and running to base; sprinting up stairs)

Muscle weakness and atrophy

Muscle weakness is the main cause of disability in myotonic dystrophy. The problem tends to affect some muscles more than others; it is common for certain muscles to be severely weak while others have normal strength. Muscle weakness often affects mobility, hand dexterity, and lifting. Serious problems in DM1, such as difficulty with breathing or swallowing, are caused by weakness of the muscles in the throat and chest.

Muscle weakness generally worsens over time, but the rate of deterioration is slow. The severity of muscle atrophy and weakness varies considerably among individuals with myotonic dystrophy, even among members of the same family. (See Patterns of Muscle Weakness in DM1, p.48) For some people the weakness is obvious in childhood, but for others it remains mild even into the 6th decade. Most people experience weakness on a spectrum between these two extremes.

For most people, noticeable increases in weakness occur year-to-year, or season-to-season. Weakness that accelerates more rapidly (i.e. week-by-week or month-by-month) is not typical in myotonic dystrophy. In these cases other explanations should be considered, such as medication side effects, or an illness unrelated to myotonic dystrophy. Many people will experience extended periods when the condition seems to remain relatively stable.

Researchers still do not have a clear understanding of what causes muscles to become weak and atrophic in myotonic dystrophy. Although this is an area of active research, so far there are no treatments to prevent or slow muscle weakness. Assistive devices such as braces, canes, walkers, and wheelchairs can help individuals maintain independence and mobility.

Muscle pain

Myotonic dystrophy can be associated with pain. In some cases the pain originates inside the muscles. In other cases, the pain originates in the joints, ligaments, or spine. Muscle weakness may predispose individuals to arthritic changes or strain in these areas.
Patterns of Muscle Weakness in DM1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Congenital DM1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prenatal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lower than normal fetal movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Buildup of fluid (edema) in fetus organs and tissues (hydrops fetalis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increased amniotic fluid in mother (polyhydramnios). Breech presentation, placental abruption, and umbilical cord prolapse may result.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newborn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Severe muscle weakness in newborns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Substantial improvement in children who survive the first six months, often with delayed motor development in infancy and childhood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Development of symptoms that mimic adult onset DM1 in the later years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Childhood/Adolescence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Gradual improvement of newborn hypotonia and feeding issues (only rarely present at age 3-4 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Delayed gross motor skill development. Nearly all children learn to walk independently, although great variability exists as to when they achieve this milestone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Delayed fine motor skill development: grasping a toy or finger; transferring a small object from hand to hand; pointing out objects; following movement with the eyes; self feeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Myotonia is typically not present at birth, but typically begins in adolescence or early twenties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Weakness in muscles (including the hands, feet, and face) that may interfere with mobility and necessitate the use of assistive devices (such as ankle braces or canes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of facial expression due to weakness of facial muscles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Muscle impairment in the mouth, palate and jaw that can delay speech development and inhibit proper pronunciation (may be exacerbated by hearing loss)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adulthood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Gradual worsening of symptoms; symptomatic progression similar to that seen in adult onset DM1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Childhood Onset DM1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Childhood/Adolescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Normal or slightly delayed early motor development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Facial and neck muscle problems, typically without the facial appearance that is associated with the congenital form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Foot drop (lower leg, foot and ankle dorsiflexor weakness) leading to a characteristic high-stepping, toe-dragging, or shuffling gait that may result in an increased number of falls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Weakness in distal muscle (including hands, feet, and face) that may interfere with mobility and necessitate the use of assistive devices (such as ankle braces and canes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Myotonia, particularly in hand intrinsic muscles (leading to difficulty relaxing grasp, especially in the cold) and the tongue (leading to slurred and slow speech, exacerbated by weakness of the facial muscles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Additional symptoms of adult onset myotonic dystrophy DM1 will appear in later years.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adulthood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Gradual worsening of symptoms; symptomatic progression similar to that seen in adult onset myotonic dystrophy DM1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Adult Onset DM1**

*Classic form*

- Commonly starts in the teens, twenties, or thirties with myotonia of the hand grip.
- Symptoms progress to weakness of gripping or pinching with the fingers, or moving the ankles.
- Examination at this point usually shows weakness and wasting in the long finger flexors and weakness of the facial and neck flexor muscles.

Typical effects of adult-onset DM1 include:

- Weakness and atrophy of the jaw (masseter and temporalis) and facial muscles, leading to thinning of the facial contour and reduced facial expression
- Indistinct speech and problems with articulation due to weakness of facial, tongue, and palatal muscles, and myotonia of the tongue
- Drooping of the eyelids (ptosis) due to weakness of muscles levator palpebrae and Mueller muscle
- Limitation of lateral and vertical eye movements due to weakness of the other ocular muscles
- Weakness in distal muscles that interferes with dexterity, handwriting and mobility. The combination of finger weakness and myotonia is particularly challenging for jobs that require rapid, repeated, or forceful finger movements.
- Characteristic high-stepping, toe-dragging, or shuffling gait due to difficulty lifting the toes and foot (“foot drop”)
- Difficulty jumping or rising up on the toes due to weakness of the calf muscles. When combined with foot drop, this can lead to instability of the ankles, difficulty standing still, and frequent falls.
- Weakness of neck flexor muscles, causing difficulty raising head from pillow
- Dropped head posture and difficulty holding head upright due to weakness in the neck extensor muscle
- Shortness of breath due to weakness of the diaphragm and other breathing muscles. Breathing problems may occur during exercise but are most prevalent during sleep. It is important to identify weakness of the breathing muscles before attempting surgery.
- Reduced muscle stretch reflexes
- Decline in myotonia as muscle weakness increases

*Mild form*

- Minor weakness and very mild myotonia that begins in a person’s fifties, sixties, or seventies. This form of the condition can be so mild that a person never seeks medical attention, explaining how the disease may be inherited even if neither parent was known to be affected.

**DM2**

- Muscle symptoms in DM2 may begin in the teenage years, but more commonly symptoms develop in the twenties, thirties, forties, or fifties. The congenital and childhood-onset forms of the disease probably do not occur in DM2.
- Initial symptoms may relate to grip myotonia. Alternatively, myotonia may be inconspicuous, and the initial symptoms may involve weakness of muscles around the hips or shoulders.
- Common symptoms are difficulty standing up from a low chair, rising from the ground or a squatting position, or climbing stairs. Reaching up or working with the arms overhead also may be difficult. People with DM2 often experience unusual fatigue with exercise.
- Muscle atrophy is present but less noticeable than in DM1 and occurs later in life.
- Muscle pain in the neck, back, shoulders, hip flexors, and upper legs may be a prominent symptom.
- Severity of pain can fluctuate from day to day.
Diagnosis

**Neuromuscular assessment**
Careful neurological and sometimes ophthalmological examination is the most important element in making a diagnosis of DM1. When the characteristic changes of myotonia and muscle weakness have occurred, the examination can provide strong evidence for DM1, and the physician can be reasonably confident of the diagnosis.

Checking for myotonia is not routine for most general physicians. Neuromuscular specialists generally check for this symptom either by having a person make a tight grip or using a percussion hammer to tap the muscles in the hand or forearm.

Delay in reaching a diagnosis is common because people with DM1 may not recognize the exact nature of their symptoms. Physicians in several specialties are often consulted before the diagnosis of DM1 is even considered. Congenital DM1 is more difficult to recognize because there can be multiple causes of weakness and hypotonia in newborns. DM2 can be difficult to differentiate from other types of late-onset muscular dystrophy, especially when the myotonia is not readily apparent and cataracts are not recognized. Other diagnostic procedures can be helpful in establishing a definitive diagnosis:

**Electromyography (EMG)**
A needle electrode placed in the muscle can record myotonic discharges. Extended bursts of electrical discharges in a saw tooth-like pattern are indicative of the abnormal electrical signals associated with slowing of muscle relaxation. This procedure shows myotonia in a high proportion of people with DM1 or DM2.

**Muscle biopsy**
Pathological features observed on muscle biopsy can strongly indicate the presence of DM but are not definitive in making the diagnosis. However, research techniques which can provide a highly accurate analysis are becoming more widely used in non-research pathology laboratories. Muscle biopsies are performed less frequently in the diagnosis of DM1 because of increased availability of genetic testing.

Identifying DM2 can present a greater diagnostic challenge. Abnormal muscle biopsy results may be the initial indicator of the presence of DM2.

**Serum CK concentration**
The enzyme creatine kinase (CK) leaks into blood when muscle tissue is damaged. Serum CK concentration may be mildly elevated in individuals with DM1 with weakness, but is normal in asymptomatic individuals.

**Other blood tests**
Enzymes such as ALT or AST can leak into the blood when there is muscle damage. Tests for these substances are a routine part of a general physical to screen for liver health. If a muscle condition is not suspected, the presence of ALT or AST is attributed to liver damage rather than muscle abnormalities. This assumption can create confusion when DM2 is present.

**Genetic testing**
Confirmation of a DM1 or DM2 diagnosis can be achieved through molecular genetic testing. The presence of the characteristic genes indicates that the person has DM or is at risk for developing it; the absence of the mutations means the disease is not present.
Treatment

Weakness
There are currently no medications available that address myotonic dystrophy weakness. Symptomatic treatments include:

- Occupational therapy and physiotherapy
- Molded ankle supports and leg braces to reduce foot-drop and enhance gait stability
- Fitted collar to reduce the effects of neck muscle weakness
- Low-intensity exercise strength training, to the extent that individuals are capable and without undue physical or cardiac stress (see Patterns Of Cardiovascular System Problems, p. 52)

Pain
Conventional pain medications may be useful in treating the painful aspects of myotonic dystrophy.

Myotonia
Drugs affecting ion channels, such as mexiletine, can improve myotonia. Although additional testing of these medications is needed, it may be reasonable for people with moderate to severe DM or symptoms to consider use of these medications if the condition sufficiently interferes with the individual’s daily activities. Potential side effects need to be carefully considered, however. Symptomatic relief may be achieved by using regular or heated gloves to keep hands warm in cold temperatures.

Future directions in treatment
A major focus of current research, including research supported by the Myotonic Dystrophy Foundation, is to clarify why muscles become weak, and find treatments that can prevent the onset of weakness or restore strength to weakened muscles.

The pace of research progress has accelerated rapidly in the last decade. Researchers are focusing for the first time on correcting the chemical irregularities that exist in muscle cells of people with myotonic dystrophy. Although initial studies in this area are encouraging, it is difficult to predict when therapies may become available to patients. The Myotonic Dystrophy Foundation will make every effort to encourage these efforts and track their progress.

Cardiovascular System

Symptoms

Sudden death
Preventing sudden death is the highest priority in care of people with DM1. Sudden cardiac deaths in DM1 are mostly attributable to complete cardiac conduction block and ventricular fibrillation/tachycardia caused by cardiomyopathy.
**Syncope and presyncope**
Cardiogenic syncope should be first considered in management of patients with DM1. Cardiogenic syncope and presyncope may precede a sudden cardiac death. Milder complaints, such as non-vertiginous dizziness and lightheadedness, should also be considered as potential cardiogenic events.

**Cardiac conduction defects**
While patients with severe cardiac conduction block may present with the above-mentioned symptoms, patients with milder conduction blocks may be asymptomatic, especially when the conduction block does not cause significant hemodynamic changes. However, conduction delays at the AV node, the His bundle, and within the ventricle should be carefully assessed for indications of potential interventions.

**Cardiac arrhythmias**
The most common type of arrhythmia in patients with DM1 is atrial fibrillation/flutter, which poses risks for cardiogenic embolism. Various tachyarrhythmias and bradyarrhythmias are often symptomatic and may cause palpitations, fatigue, chest pressure or pain, dyspnea, syncope, presyncope, lightheadedness and dizziness. A high-degree AV block should be first considered as a possible cause of bradycardia in DM1 patients. Episodes of ventricular and supraventricular tachyarrhythmias may cause syncope or presyncope.

**Hypotension**
Hypotension is often found in patients with DM1 or DM2. Although hypotension has been attributed to autonomic dysfunction, the exact mechanism remains unknown.

**Congestive heart failure**
Dilated cardiomyopathy may lead to congestive heart failure in advanced stages of the disease. Pulmonary hypertension often leads to cor pulmonale in neonates born with congenital myotonic dystrophy DM1.

Adult myotonic dystrophy DM1 patients usually (but not always) develop cardiac manifestations after developing neuromuscular symptoms. Some asymptomatic children with DM may be at risk for sudden cardiac death.

**Patterns Of Cardiovascular System Problems**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Congenital DM1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Newborn</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pulmonary hypertension and cor pulmonale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cardiomyopathy in rare cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Childhood/Adolescence</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Possible early cardiomyopathy and cardiac conduction problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adulthood</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dilated cardiomyopathy and cardiac conduction defects beginning in early adulthood. These heart problems are one of the main causes of early mortality seen in adult patients with congenital myotonic dystrophy DM1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Childhood Onset DM1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Childhood/Adolescence**
- Possible cardiomyopathy and cardiac conduction problems beginning in the second decade

**Adulthood**
- Dilated cardiomyopathy and cardiac conduction defects sometimes present beginning in early adulthood
- Complications in severe cases can lead to heart failure and sudden death, even in asymptomatic individuals.
- Hypotension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adult Onset DM1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Hypotension**
- Dilated cardiomyopathy and cardiac conduction defects possible. Complications in severe cases can lead to heart failure and sudden death, even in asymptomatic individuals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DM2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Hypotension**
- Mild arrhythmia and other conduction issues occasionally present
- Dilated cardiomyopathy and cardiac conduction defects possible, but less common than DM1. Complications in severe cases can lead to heart failure and sudden death, even in asymptomatic individuals.

**Diagnosis**
- Annual cardiological history and physical examination
- Annual 12-lead electrocardiogram (EKG)
- 24h portable Holter monitor if symptoms suggest cardiac arrhythmias or cardiogenic syncope, or if EKG shows cardiac arrhythmias or conduction abnormalities
- 2D / M-Mode Echocardiography every 2-5 years
- Invasive electrophysiology (EP) testing when potential for serious conduction blocks or arrhythmias are suspected. Because of the possibility of sudden death, the EP testing should be performed with relatively liberal indications.

**Treatment**

**Cardiac Devices**
The use of implantable cardiac pacemakers and cardioverter defibrillator devices may be warranted, depending on EP results. Due to the potential for sudden, rapid symptomatic progression and recurrent cardiac events, patients with DM are considered to have a class I indication for cardiac pacing with second and third degree AV block, and a class IIb indication for cardiac pacing even with first degree AV block, regardless of symptoms. (See Europace 2007 9(10):959-998 for guidelines on cardiac pacing and cardiac resynchronization therapy). However, some debate exists regarding the use of these devices, as their utility has not been established for all patients.
Medications
Anti-arrhythmic drugs are available for individuals with milder symptoms. However, Class I anti-arrhythmic drugs are contraindicated as they may have pro-arrhythmic effects. Sudden vigorous exertions should be avoided since sudden death has been associated with rapidly elevated heartbeat. Congestive heart failure should be managed with conventional treatments.

The cautious use of anti-myotonic medications and general anesthetics is also warranted, as they can elevate the risk of cardiorespiratory complications.

Respiratory System

Symptoms

Respiratory muscle weakness
People with myotonic dystrophy commonly have significant breathing problems that can lead to respiratory failure or require mechanical ventilation in severe cases. These issues may result from muscle weakness (diaphragm, abdominal, and intercostals muscles) and myotonia of respiratory muscles, which lead to poor breathing force and results in low blood oxygen/elevated carbon dioxide levels.

Aspiration
Breathing of foreign material, including food and drink, saliva, nasal secretions, and stomach fluids, into the lungs (aspiration) can result from abnormal swallowing. Without adequate diaphragm, abdomen and chest wall coughing strength to remove the foreign material, the inhaled acidic material can cause chemical injury and inflammation in the lungs and bronchial tubes. The injured lungs are then susceptible to infections that can lead to respiratory distress.

Sleep apnea
Insufficient airflow due to sleep apnea (periods of absent airflow due to narrow airways and interrupted breathing) can result in dangerously low levels of oxygen and high levels of carbon dioxide in the blood. In mild cases, apnea can cause disrupted sleep, excessive fatigue, and morning headaches. In severe cases, apnea can cause high blood pressure, cardiac arrhythmias, and heart attack.

The respiratory issues seen with myotonic dystrophy vary depending on the form of the disease.

Patterns of Respiratory System Problems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Congenital DM1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prenatal</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Failure of cerebral respiratory control, which may result in fetal distress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pulmonary immaturity, which may be further complicated by premature birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Newborn</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Respiratory insufficiency due to a combination of weak diaphragm and intercostals muscles, pulmonary immaturity, and failure of cerebral respiratory control. Severe cases may require mechanical ventilation for extended periods. Respiratory issues are the principal cause of death in newborns with congenital myotonic dystrophy DM1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Weak facial and esophagus muscles that may lead to sucking and swallowing problems, which can allow fluids to enter the lungs and result in chemical injury to the respiratory passages, chronic lung inflammation, and aspiration pneumonia.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Childhood/Adolescence
- Weakness of the diaphragm, abdomen and chest wall muscles affecting the ability to cough, resulting in chronic lung infections, chronic bronchitis and bronchiectasis (abnormal stretching and enlarging of the bronchial tubes, which remain chronically infected)
- Chronic upper airway infections, which potentially can lead to hearing loss at a young age
- Weak facial and esophagus muscles that may lead to swallowing problems, which can allow fluids to enter the lungs and result in chemical injury to the respiratory passages, chronic lung inflammation, and aspiration pneumonia

### Adulthood
- Weakness of the diaphragm, abdomen and chest wall muscles affecting the ability to cough, resulting in chronic lung infections, chronic bronchitis and bronchiectasis (abnormal stretching and enlarging of the bronchial tubes, which remain chronically infected)
- Weak facial and esophagus muscles that may lead to sucking and swallowing problems, which can allow fluids to enter the lungs and result in chemical injury to the respiratory passages, chronic lung inflammation, and aspiration pneumonia
- Weakness and myotonia of the diaphragm and other respiratory muscles, leading to insufficient exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the lungs (hypoventilation)
- Sleep apnea, which can result in dangerously low levels of oxygen and high levels of carbon dioxide in the blood. In mild cases, apnea can cause disrupted sleep, excessive fatigue, and morning headaches. In severe cases, apnea can cause high blood pressure, cardiac arrhythmias, and heart attack.
- Severe respiratory failure is also seen in some individuals with myotonic dystrophy, particularly late in life. These pulmonary problems are one of the main causes of mortality in adults with the congenital form of myotonic dystrophy DM1.

### Childhood Onset DM1

#### Childhood/Adolescence
- Weakness of the diaphragm, abdomen, and chest wall muscles affecting the ability to cough, resulting in chronic lung infections, chronic bronchitis and bronchiectasis
- Chronic upper airway infections, which potentially can lead to hearing loss at a young age
- Weak facial and esophagus muscles leading to swallowing problems, which can result in fluids entering the lungs that cause chemical injury to the respiratory passages, chronic lung inflammation, and aspiration pneumonia

#### Adulthood
- Weakness of the diaphragm, abdomen and chest wall muscles affecting the ability to cough, resulting in chronic lung infections, chronic bronchitis, and bronchiectasis
- Weak esophagus muscles and swallowing problems, which can allow fluids to enter the lungs and result in chemical injury to the respiratory passages, chronic lung inflammation, and aspiration pneumonia
- Weakness and myotonia of the diaphragm and other respiratory muscles, leading to insufficient exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the lungs (hypoventilation)
- Sleep apnea which can result in dangerously low levels of oxygen and high levels of carbon dioxide in the blood. In mild cases, apnea can cause disrupted sleep, excessive fatigue, and morning headaches. In severe cases, apnea can cause high blood pressure, cardiac arrhythmias, and heart attack.
- Severe respiratory failure, particularly late in life. Pulmonary problems are one of the main causes of mortality for individuals with childhood onset myotonic dystrophy DM1

### Adult Onset DM1

- Weakness of the diaphragm, abdomen and chest wall muscles affecting the ability to cough, resulting in chronic lung infections
- Weak esophagus muscles and swallowing problems, which can allow fluids to enter the lungs and result in chemical injury to the respiratory passages, chronic lung inflammation, and aspiration pneumonia
- Weakness and myotonia of the diaphragm and other respiratory muscles, leading to insufficient exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide in the lungs (hypoventilation)
- Sleep apnea, which can result in dangerously low levels of oxygen and high levels of carbon dioxide in the blood. In mild cases, apnea can cause disrupted sleep, excessive fatigue, and morning headaches. In severe cases, apnea can cause high blood pressure, cardiac arrhythmias, and heart attack.
- Severe respiratory failure, particularly late in life. Pulmonary problems are one of the main causes of mortality for individuals with adult onset myotonic dystrophy DM1.

### DM2
- Respiratory complications are uncommon.
**Diagnosis**

**Clinical observation of gas exchange**

- Measurement of respiration rate and work of breathing; comfort level; tachypnea
- Assessment of chest wall motion; abdominal muscle recruitment
- Observation for evidence of diaphragmatic paralysis
- Monitoring of breath sounds using a stethoscope (auscultation) to evaluate air entry into the lung base

**Observation for pneumonia**

Weakened breathing muscles put patients at risk for lung infections so careful monitoring for signs of pneumonia is important.

**Inquiry about sleep disturbances**

Symptoms such as nocturnal restlessness, unexplained awakenings, loud snoring punctuated by occasional awakening and gasping for breath may suggest the presence of a sleep-related respiratory disorder. Further study with a polysomnographic evaluation is recommended when symptoms are present.

**Pulmonary function tests**

These measures are used as a predictive measure of respiratory failure susceptibility and likely need for mechanical ventilation, and include:

- FVC (forced vital capacity). The total amount of air that can be forcibly blown out after full inspiration, measured in liters
- FEV1 (Forced Expiratory Volume in 1 Second). The amount of air that can be forcibly blown out in one second, measured in liters
- Maximal inspiration force. Ability to force air into the lungs
- Gas diffusion studies
- Arterial blood gases
- Carbon monoxide diffusing capacity (also called transfer factor, or TF)

**Imaging studies**

- Chest radiography to detect recurrent or chronic infections
- High-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) scans to look for lung abnormalities (e.g. pulmonary fibrosis, bronchiectasis, parenchymal scarring, pleural thickening) in patients with respiratory weakness with or without hypogammaglobulinemia. HRCT scans are considered to be more sensitive than chest radiography for helping detect the silent or asymptomatic structural changes of airways and lung parenchyma that sometimes occur.
**Treatment**

**Nocturnal mechanical ventilation**
Noninvasive positive pressure ventilation or bilevel positive airway pressure ventilation may relieve chronic hypoventilation-related symptoms and sleep apnea-hypopnea. In later stages, patients may become symptomatic from alveolar hypoventilation even with the use of nocturnal support as muscle weakness progresses; full-time ventilation may be required.

**Manual and assisted coughing and/or cough assist device**
In patients demonstrated to have difficulty clearing airway secretions, regular use of manual assisted coughing and/or a cough assist device may help to reduce the risk of pneumonia.

**Incentive spirometry**
Use of breathing exercise such as incentive spirometry may also help to clear mucus from the lungs and increase the amount of oxygen that gets deep into the lungs. Treatment for pneumonia follows standard clinical practice.

**Continuous endotracheal mechanical ventilatory support**
Infants with congenital myotonic dystrophy DM1 often require this level of support.

**Nasal continuous positive airway pressure (N-CPAP)**
This can facilitate weaning infants from ventilation and minimize morbidity and mortality associated with prolonged (>4 weeks) intubation.

**Gastrostomy tube**
Because feeding difficulties are common for children with congenital myotonic dystrophy DM1 with an increased risk for aspiration, individuals may benefit from feeding evaluation and gastrostomy tube insertion for airway protection and enteral feeding in early life.

**Gastrointestinal Tract**

**Symptoms**
Gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms that result from dysfunction of alimentary tract skeletal or smooth muscles are common. They can be a disabling and potentially serious feature of myotonic dystrophy (DM). Common GI symptoms include:

- Chewing and swallowing difficulties due to mouth, tongue or throat weakness or myotonia
- Gastroesophageal reflux caused by esophageal sphincter laxity
- Abdominal or chest pain (dyspepsia), nausea, vomiting, bloating or bowel pseudo-obstruction due to ineffective peristalsis
- Cholestasis (gallstones) due to ineffective gallbladder or bile duct musculature
- Constipation, diarrhea or malabsorption caused by bowel dysmotility (with secondary bacterial overgrowth), creating risk for fecal impaction, megacolon, bowel perforation and sepsis
- Impaired or painful bowel movements (dyschezia)
- Fecal incontinence due to anal sphincter and pelvic floor muscle weakness

**Patterns of Gastrointestinal System Problems**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Congenital DM1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prenatal</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Accumulation of amniotic fluid in the mother caused by reduced ingestion of amniotic fluid by the fetus (polyhydramnios)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Newborn</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ineffective nursing and failure to thrive due to weak suck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ineffective swallow caused by craniofacial skeletal abnormalities and weakness of face, tongue, and jaw muscles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Inhalation of ingested liquid or secretions due to pharyngeal weakness and incoordination, potentially causing aspiration pneumonia (aspiration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Childhood/Adelescence/Adulthood</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ineffective swallow (dysphagia) caused by craniofacial skeletal anomalies, or weakness, incoordination and myotonia of face, tongue, jaw, esophagus, and throat muscles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Aspiration due to pharyngeal weakness, potentially causing pneumonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recurrent post-prandial abdominal pain and bloating due to ineffective peristalsis or bowel pseudo-obstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Constipation, diarrhea, irritable bowel syndrome, caused by ineffective peristalsis or secondary intestinal bacterial overgrowth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Gallstones, due to abnormal gallbladder, bile duct, or sphincter musculature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dilated colon, potentially leading to stool impaction, bowel perforation or megacolon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Childhood Onset DM1 and Adult Onset DM1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Difficulty swallowing (dysphagia) caused by weakness or myotonia of the face, tongue, jaw, esophagus, and throat muscles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Aspiration due to pharyngeal weakness, potentially causing pneumonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recurrent abdominal pain and bloating, especially post-prandially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Constipation, diarrhea and irritable bowel symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Gallstones due to abnormal muscle function of the gallbladder, bile duct and sphincter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dilated colon, which can result in fecal impaction, possibly associated with megacolon or bowel perforation and sepsis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DM2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Common symptoms include constipation, diarrhea, irritable bowel complaints, post-prandial bloating and abdominal pain, or gastroesophageal reflux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Additional investigations are required to determine whether these features and their molecular and cellular causes are similar.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Careful assessment of the digestive tract is essential to relieve symptoms and to avoid secondary effects and complications. Gastrointestinal symptoms often develop gradually so that patients adopt compensatory mechanisms and consequently avoid necessary examinations. Patients and physicians can thus be unaware of gastrointestinal dysfunction until it comes to clinical attention due to acute exacerbation. For example, mild bowel dysmotility can be overlooked until a patient presents with symptoms of advanced pseudo-obstruction, at which time misdiagnosis of the severe abdominal pain and bloating as a complete mechanical bowel obstruction can lead to the potentially disastrous consequences of inappropriate abdominal surgery. This situation can be avoided only by conscientious and detailed inquiry about gastrointestinal problems at the time of routine clinical care, investigating, treating and educating patients at an early stage rather than when symptoms climax in an acute abdomen.

**Routine gastrointestinal assessment**

History and review of symptoms should cover chewing problems (myotonia or fatigue); difficulty swallowing (dysphagia for solids; aspiration of liquids, or frequent dry cough suggesting aspiration of secretions) gastroesophageal reflux; eating patterns; post-prandial bloating or pain and characteristics of any abdominal pain; frequency and character of bowel movements; fecal or urinary incontinence.

**Routine physical examination**

Special attention should be paid to evidence of involuntary weight loss, dysphonia indicative of pharyngeal weakness, frequent cough indicative of aspiration, abdominal pain on palpation, either generally or at gallbladder, and abdominal bloating.

**Evaluation of asymptomatic individuals**

Additional evaluation may include:

- Abdominal X-ray to evaluate abnormal bowel gas or stool, or free abdominal air
- A swallow study to characterize dysynergic movements, pharyngeal weakness, pharyngeal or esophageal constriction, or aspiration
- Abdominal ultrasound or MRI scans can detail stomach, small bowel, large bowel or gallbladder anatomy
- Barium upper GI radiographic evaluation to assess lower esophageal function and reflux, gastric emptying, and small bowel anatomy and function. If acute bowel obstruction is considered, a barium radiographic investigation with small-bowel follow-through distinguish pseudo-obstruction from the surgical emergency of true bowel obstruction.
- Manometry to demonstrate weakness or disordered contraction of esophagus, gastroesophageal sphincter, stomach, small bowel, rectum and anal sphincter
- Endoscopy to define abnormal structure or function of pharynx, esophagus, stomach, small intestine, or large intestines
- Blood tests to investigate cholestasis or hepatic involvement. Results should be interpreted cautiously since elevated AST and ALT in myotonic dystrophy can be evidence of muscle damage rather than liver dysfunction. Similarly, gamma-glutamyltransferase (GGT) blood level does not correlate with liver damage in myotonic dystrophy because it too is often elevated in all DM1 and DM2 subjects. Alternatively, serum alkaline phosphatase and bilirubin elevation do correlate with cholestasis in myotonic dystrophy.
**Treatment**

Accurate diagnosis is critical when treating GI symptoms in people with myotonic dystrophy. For example, painful bowel dilatation caused by myotonic dystrophy pseudo-obstruction may be mistakenly diagnosed as an acute bowel obstruction, which could expose the patient needlessly to the risks of anesthesia and surgery and post-surgical complications. Alternatively, clinical or radiographic verification of pseudo-obstruction allows conservative management with medication and other measures.

**Pharmacologic approaches to GI symptoms**

- Mexiletine to reduce myotonia in muscles of mastication that interfere with chewing, or in pharyngeal and proximal esophageal muscles responsible for dysphagia
- Prokinetic drugs (such as metoclopramide, and erythromycin) used intermittently to reduce symptoms of bowel hypomotility (bloating, abdominal pain, constipation), although diminished response prevents the utility of chronic treatment with these medications (Prokinetic agents can sometimes help control diarrhea that results from the bacterial overgrowth that is caused by hypomotility and malabsorption.)
- Cholestyramine to treat diarrhea, incontinence, and pain

**Treatments for dysphagia**

- Dietary modification (mechanically soft foods are easiest to swallow)
- Involvement of a speech therapist to teach behavioral and postural modification (e.g., neck flexed when swallowing, reduction of mouthful volume, alternation of solids and liquids, use of a particular implement, such as a cup, straw or spoon that improves swallowing)
- Gastrostomy feeding to maintain nutrition and protect the airway. Nasogastric tubes are typically contraindicated in myotonic dystrophy patients because they increase risk of aspiration.

**Central Nervous System**

**Symptoms**

**Cognitive impairment**

Intellectual disability is expected in individuals with clinically evident myotonic dystrophy at birth. In less severe forms of the disease, cognitive and behavioral abnormalities can involve IQ, executive function, visual-spatial construction, arithmetic ability, attention, and personality to variable degrees. Intellectual disability is a static abnormality associated with brain maldevelopment, but whether DM can also cause a progressive, degenerative, or even dementing disorder remains controversial. In addition to the primary alteration in brain function caused directly by the myotonic dystrophy mutation, hormonal or other systemic abnormalities in myotonic dystrophy might cause or exacerbate intellectual dysfunction by secondarily affecting the central nervous system (CNS).
**Excessive daytime sleepiness**
Excessive daytime sleepiness (hypersomnia) is common in myotonic dystrophy and can develop at any age. As opposed to generalized fatigue, which is also common in myotonic dystrophy, hypersomnia causes patients to sleep frequently, and often unpredictably, throughout the day despite having normal or greater than normal duration of sleep at night. Hypersomnia in myotonic dystrophy can result from several distinct mechanisms, including:

- Behavioral abnormalities with an erratic sleep schedule and poor sleep hygiene
- Ventilatory muscle weakness with sleep-related hypoventilation and non-restorative sleep
- Airway obstruction due to pharyngeal weakness and obstructive sleep apnea
- CNS causes of central alveolar hypoventilation
- CNS causes of central hypersomnia due to disordered arousal

**Behavioral, emotional, and socialization difficulties**

- Behavioral phenotypes such as avoidant personality are more common in patients with low cognitive ability and advanced physical handicap, but have also been described in DM1 and DM2 patients with normal IQ.
- Physical disabilities in severely affected individuals (such as craniofacial abnormalities, dysarthria and abnormal facial appearance) also influence behavior, emotional state, and socialization.
- Substance abuse is common in a subset of myotonic dystrophy subjects, but requires additional investigation to determine its cause.
- Frequency and severity of depression in myotonic dystrophy is often difficult to assess due to the concurrence of apparently unrelated apathetic or avoidant personality, sleep and eating dysfunction, and inexpressive facial appearance due to facial muscle involvement.

**Peripheral Neuropathy**
Minimal abnormalities in peripheral nerve function have been confirmed by nerve conduction studies, but significant peripheral nerve abnormalities, previously suggested by muscle biopsy features, have not been confirmed. Symptoms attributable to peripheral nerve involvement are uncommon and rarely clinically significant.
### Patterns of CNS Problems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Childhood/Adolescence</th>
<th>Childhood/Adolescence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Intellectual impairment due to potentially severe intellectual disability. Speech abnormalities, dysmorphic facial appearance, and lack of facial expression can make mild or normal cognitive impairment appear more marked.</td>
<td>• Variable cognitive impairment. Patients who come to medical attention during childhood but after the neonatal period may have congenital defects including intellectual disability, which is mild compared to those with overt congenital disabilities. Dysarthria, dysmorphic facial appearance, and lack of facial expression can result in subjects with mild cognitive impairment appearing more markedly affected than is accurate. These mistaken impressions can occur both during casual interactions and on formal neuropsychological testing unless the evaluator appropriately corrects for the patient’s physical disabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Developmental delays and learning disabilities related to the cognitive impairment and exacerbated by craniofacial abnormalities (dysarthria, lack of facial expression), and distal weakness (lack of dexterity, generalized fatigue)</td>
<td>• Apparent apathy and inertia resulting from and exacerbated by multiple causes, including cognitive impairment, avoidant personality, daytime hypersomnia, neuromuscular fatigue, and inexpressive facial appearance due to muscle weakness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Apparent apathy and inertia can be exacerbated by multiple causes, including cognitive impairment, avoidant personality, daytime hypersomnia, neuromuscular fatigue, and inexpressive facial appearance due to facial muscle weakness</td>
<td>• Developmental delay and learning disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Psychiatric disorders (including attention deficit, socialization difficulties, anxiety, substance abuse, and depression)</td>
<td>• Psychiatric disorders including attention deficit, socialization difficulties, anxiety, substance abuse and depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Visual-spatial and constructional difficulties due to cognitive deficits are exacerbated by motor impairment</td>
<td>• Visual-spatial and constructional difficulties due to cognitive deficits which are exacerbated by motor impairment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adulthood</th>
<th>Adulthood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Executive function abnormalities, daytime sleepiness and psychiatric disorders frequently become more evident with age</td>
<td>• Increasing age is associated with more evident executive function abnormalities, daytime sleepiness and psychiatric disorders.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Childhood Onset DM1</th>
<th>Adult Onset DM1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Childhood/Adolescence</td>
<td>Classic form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Variable cognitive impairment. Patients who come to medical attention during childhood but after the neonatal period may have congenital defects including intellectual disability, which is mild compared to those with overt congenital disabilities. Dysarthria, dysmorphic facial appearance, and lack of facial expression can result in subjects with mild cognitive impairment appearing more markedly affected than is accurate. These mistaken impressions can occur both during casual interactions and on formal neuropsychological testing unless the evaluator appropriately corrects for the patient’s physical disabilities.</td>
<td>• Intellectual impairment or static cognitive impairment is NOT expected in patients without clinical features of myotonic dystrophy until adulthood (as opposed to those with early onset symptoms who are not correctly diagnosed until adulthood).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Apparent apathy and inertia resulting from and exacerbated by multiple causes, including cognitive impairment, avoidant personality, daytime hypersomnia, neuromuscular fatigue, and inexpressive facial appearance due to muscle weakness</td>
<td>• Progressive cognitive loss can occur in true adult onset DM1, typically in association with multisystemic deterioration, though the relationship of this apparent dementing process with executive function loss and psychiatric disorders that both increase with age requires further investigation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Developmental delay and learning disabilities</td>
<td>• Psychiatric disorders including attention deficit, avoidant personality, socialization difficulties, anxiety, and depression increase with age, and are exacerbated by hypersomnia and multisystemic disease.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Psychiatric disorders including attention deficit, socialization difficulties, anxiety, and depression increase with age, and are exacerbated by hypersomnia and multisystemic disease.</td>
<td>• Excessive daytime sleepiness can be the primary and presenting symptom in some individuals with adult onset disease.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Visual-spatial and constructional difficulties due to cognitive deficits which are exacerbated by motor impairment</td>
<td>• Visual-spatial constructional difficulties may be present in true adult onset DM1 but have not yet been thoroughly investigated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Executive function deteriorates with age in adult onset DM1 subjects, leading to greater difficulty in organizing and responsibly performing routine lifetime activities (paying bills, keeping appointments, arranging schedules, etc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DM2

- Overall less is known about CNS effects of DM2, and additional research is needed.
- As in true adult-onset DM1 patients, intellectual impairment or static cognitive impairment is NOT expected in DM2.
- As in true adult-onset DM1 patients, progressive cognitive loss can occur in DM2, typically in association with multisystemic deterioration, executive function loss and psychiatric disorders.
- Psychiatric disorders including attention deficit, avoidant personality, and depression become more common with age, and are exacerbated by hypersomnia and multisystemic disease.
- Executive function deteriorates with age in adult onset DM2 subjects, leading to greater difficulty in organizing and responsibly performing routine lifetime activities (paying bills, keeping appointments, arranging schedules, etc.).

Diagnosis

Evaluation of excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS)
Excessive daytime sleepiness results in significant morbidity and mortality due to accidents while driving, at work or at home, therefore it is important to recognize the problem and determine the underlying cause. In situations requiring quantification, the degree of excessive sleepiness can be formally evaluated by sleepiness scales. (A subset of the Stanford Sleepiness Scale has been validated in DM1.) The following set of questions can be used for simple identification of hypersomnia in clinic patients:

- When do you go to sleep each night and how many hours do you sleep?
- Do you take one or more naps during the day?
- Do you at times experience a sudden need to sleep during the day?
- Do you often fall asleep while watching TV or at the movies or a show?
- Do you have difficulty being inactive for prolonged periods?
- Are you generally in great shape and alert during the day?

The following screening measures can be used to help determine whether intervention or referral to a sleep laboratory is indicated:

- Sleep diaries: Help patients and physicians objectify a sense of sleepiness
- Actigraphy: Provides a quantitative measure of sleep habits, recording movements and documenting hours of inactivity and sleep over periods of days
- Nocturnal oxymetry: Performed at home to measure nocturnal hypoventilation and help determine if ventilatory failure, sleep apnea or central hypoventilation are responsible for impaired sleep and excessive daytime sleepiness
Evaluation methods available at comprehensive sleep centers include:

- **Polysomnogram**: Test that monitors electroencephalographic activity to determine sleep stage and duration, and compare it to ventilatory effort and oxygenation. This information can help define causes of hypoxia during sleep. Due to the multiple potential causes of daytime sleepiness in myotonic dystrophy, qualified comprehensive sleep laboratory evaluation is required to determine presence of any parasomnias, sleep apnea, central or neuromuscular hypoventilation or central hypersomnia, each of which has specific significance and treatment. Unfortunately, many sleep laboratories focus only on sleep apnea, being unaware of the complexities of sleep disturbance in myotonic dystrophy. Standard treatment of sleep apnea in non-myotonic dystrophy patients (CPAP) is often contra-indicated in DM patients, so knowledge of the multiple causes of sleep disturbance in myotonic dystrophy is essential.

- **Multiple Sleep Latency Test [MSLT]**: Measures the time it takes to repeatedly fall asleep. To assure comparable sleep history, this test is best performed after a standard night's sleep monitored with polysomnography. MSLT is often essential for the diagnosis of central hypersomnia in myotonic dystrophy.

- **Structural assessment**: Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can be used to identify the high-T2 signal abnormalities that are common in DM1 and DM2 cerebral white matter. The pathophysiological significance of these abnormalities is controversial, so at present the primary importance is to recognize that they are common in myotonic dystrophy in order to avoid misdiagnosis. Congenital and childhood forms of DM1 are associated with generalized atrophy on MRI studies, and initial studies have shown cerebral volume loss in adults with DM1 and DM2 compared to age-matched controls. In patients with DM1 and DM2, positron emission tomography (PET) studies can identify reduced frontal and temporal lobe blood flow, though the causal relationship of this finding to cognitive or executive dysfunction is yet to be determined.

- **Neuropsychological assessment**: Evaluation performed to assess cognitive strengths and weaknesses. In particular, testing in DM1 children should be considered routinely when early signs of cognitive or developmental issues are present. Any evaluation should accommodate the physical impairments that may be present (such as hearing loss or speech deficits) and differentiate between physical and mental issues that may be perceived as cognitive dysfunction. Tests include:

  **Cognitive skills tests**
  - Age appropriate IQ (eg. WPPSI and WISC)
  - Executive function and higher cognition skills
  - Visual-spatial ordering skills
  - Visual perception/construction/memory skills
  - Attention skills
  - Verbal abstract reasoning skills
  - Temporal-sequential ordering skills
Tests for other neuropsychological functions

- Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)
- Energy levels
- Social skills and general behavior
- Emotional facility (such as evaluation of anxiety, withdrawal, depression, conduct disorders)

Treatment

**Excessive Daytime Sleepiness (EDS)**
Wakefulness-promoting agents for narcolepsy, such as modafinil, are sometimes prescribed off-label for attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and excessive daytime sleepiness. These agents have shown modest benefit as assessed by the Epworth sleepiness scale.

**Cognitive Dysfunction**
Identification of cognitive dysfunction is crucial to providing appropriate individualized interventions and behavioral therapy. Early intervention for cognitive weaknesses, academic achievement problems, and behavior, attention, or social issues can have significant impact on a child’s success in later life. The knowledge of specific deficits may also inform staff as to how medical problems may affect schoolwork, and therefore aid in behavior management.

Reproductive System

**Symptoms**

**Testicular Atrophy**
Primary hypogonadism in males (testicular atrophy) is usually not recognized until adulthood. Symptoms can include:

- Small testes, associated with decreased or absent sperm production. Infertility issues are more common in patients with DM1.
- Weak secondary sex characteristics, including decreased energy, libido, sexual hair, muscle mass, and bone mineral density
- Low serum testosterone (low or low-normal urinary 17-ketosteroid (17-KS) excretion, prohormone precursors of testosterone and estrone/estradiol)
- Elevated serum FSH and LH concentration
- Elevated FSH levels can result in high estradiol:testosterone ratios, leading to gynecomastia
Female Infertility

- Reduced fertility is seen in females with myotonic dystrophy, however there is little evidence of gonadal dysfunction or hypogonadism. Infertility symptoms include:
  - Increased spontaneous abortion and stillbirth rate
  - Early menopause in rare cases

Pregnancy Complications

Maternal complications during pregnancy may include:

- Prolonged labor and delivery related to uterine dysfunction, maternal weakness, and lack of voluntary assistance
- Uterine overdistention, related to polyhydramnios, which can cause preterm labor, inadequate uterine contractions (atonic uterus), or premature spontaneous rupture of membranes
- Myotonic spasms following the administration of depolarizing agents; respiratory depression following the administration of barbiturates
- Post-partum hemorrhage due to inadequate uterine contractions (atonic uterus) or retained placenta

Neonatal Complications

Fetal and neonatal complications in newborns with congenital myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1) may include:

- Polyhydramnios, which is associated with increased risks of adverse pregnancy outcome
- Umbilical cord prolapse or placental abruption
- Fetal malposition due to reduced fetal mobility
- Pre-term labor
- Hydrops fetalis
- Fetal akinesia

Diagnosis

Reproductive issues

Diagnosis of fertility issues of individuals (males and females) with myotonic dystrophy may include:

- Blood tests to measure circulating hormone levels (including testosterone, estradiol, FSH, LH, and thyroid hormones)
- Semen analysis (where possible)
Pregnancy Complications
Polyhydramnios is typically diagnosed by ultrasound examination. An increase in amniotic fluid volume may be qualitative or quantitative. Serial examinations can identify potential issues, even if sensitivity and positive predictive values are low in any one test.

Fetal hydrops
Fetal hydrops is typically diagnosed by ultrasound examination.

Treatment

Reproductive Issues
Although there is often no effective treatment to restore fertility, assisted reproductive technology with or without oocyte/sperm donation may be helpful. Prenatal genetic diagnosis may also be performed to identify whether an expanded myotonic dystrophy allele has been passed along to the embryo.

Pregnancy Complications
Due to the increased incidence of complications during pregnancy with a child with congenital myotonic dystrophy DM1, intensive obstetric and perinatal care is recommended.

Neonatal complications
• Polyhydramnios: Amniotic fluid volume reduction may be considered only if there is preterm labor or significant maternal discomfort. Methods for reducing excessive amniotic fluid volume include:
  ▪ Amnioreduction: Amniotic fluid is suctioned to reduce the edema seen. While amnioreduction can be repeated if severe polyhydramnios recurs, this exposes the fetus to the risks of serial invasive procedures and should be done only where symptoms warrant.
  ▪ Maternal administration of prostaglandin synthetase inhibitors. These agents stimulate fetal secretion of arginine vasopressin, which reduces renal blood flow and fetal urine flow. This has been seen to impair production and/or enhance reabsorption of lung liquid. Fetal and maternal side effects of these drugs include constriction of the ductus arteriosus, esophageal reflux, gastritis, and emesis, which must be monitored.

• Fetal hydrops: During pregnancy, treatment of hydrops is limited. Management of hydrops in newborn babies may include:
  ▪ Support for respiratory distress using supplemental oxygen or mechanical ventilation
  ▪ Removal of excessive fluid from spaces around the lungs and abdomen
  ▪ Medications to help the kidneys remove excess fluid
Endocrine System

Symptoms

Insulin Resistance
In myotonic dystrophy patients, insulin-stimulated uptake of glucose is reduced due to insulin receptor deficiencies. To compensate for suppressed responsiveness (insulin resistance), insulin secretion may be increased. Elevated levels of circulating insulin, increased serum glucose, and dyslipidaemia may be present. Although diabetic symptoms may be seen, the insulin resistance issues tend to be mild and rarely result in full diabetes in DM1. The prevalence of diabetes is greater in DM2.

Frontal Balding
Premature male-pattern frontal balding is seen in both DM1 and DM2.

Diagnosis

Insulin Resistance
Diagnosis of insulin resistance in individuals with myotonic dystrophy typically involves blood tests that measure:

- Fasting serum insulin levels
- Fasting serum glucose concentration
- Fasting serum glycosylated hemoglobin concentration

Treatment

Insulin Resistance
Insulin resistance can be managed in the following ways:

- Lifestyle changes: The need for insulin can be reduced by modifying lifestyle (eg. exercise, balanced diet, removal of majority of sugar from the diet).
- Medications: Blood glucose and insulin levels can be normalized by drugs that either prevent the liver from releasing glucose into the blood or increase the sensitivity of muscle and fat cells to insulin.

Immune System

Myotonic dystrophy is associated with a modest reduction in the amount of immunoglobulin in the blood (hypogammaglobulinemia). The production of antibodies is normal, however the antibodies do not last as long in the circulation, hence the amount in the blood at any time is somewhat reduced. The myotonic dystrophy-associated reduction of immunoglobulin appears to be well tolerated. So far there is no clear evidence that alteration is associated with an increased frequency of infection.
Tumors
People with myotonic dystrophy DM1 have an increased frequency of pilomatrixoma, a type of benign skin tumor. This type of tumor is rare in the general population but fairly common in people with myotonic dystrophy DM1. (No association between pilomatrixomas and DM2 has been reported).

Pilomatrixomas often occur around the head or neck and feel like firm lumps just beneath the surface of the skin. These tumors are benign and can be cured by surgical removal. Some researchers have suggested that DM1 may also be associated with an increased frequency of other types of tumors, such as tumors of the parathyroid, pituitary, or thymus glands. However, at this point there is no clear evidence to support this idea.

Vision

Signs and Symptoms

Blurred Vision
Visual impairments in patients with DM1 and DM2 are most often caused by cataracts. Posterior subcapsular iridescent lens opacities represent an initial phase of cataract formation in myotonic dystrophy and are detectable only with slit lamp biomicroscopy. These opacities are usually found in patients who have not developed any visual symptoms. The presence of these types of lens opacities and more mature cataracts may be the only sign of the disease. Posterior subcapsular iridescent lens opacities are highly diagnostic of DM1 and DM2 although not pathognomonic. Glare and blurriness of the vision develop as the progression of the lens opacities into stellate cataracts and eventually mature cataracts, which are indistinguishable from usual cataracts. Cataracts in DM1 and DM2 may progress faster than usual cataracts, and thus patients with DM1 and DM2 may be presented with early-onset cataracts.

Retinopathy
Retinopathy is often detected by electroretinogram (ERG), but seldom causes clinically significant visual impairments. In rare cases, gradual progressive changes in the pigment epithelium of the retina can be detected with indirect ophthalmoscopic examination.

Bilateral Blepharoptosis (Ptosis)
Bilateral ptosis is a frequent feature of DM1 but seldom seen in patients with DM2. It is often found in DM1 patients with characteristic hatchet facies. In severe cases, ptosis can obstruct vision and require intervention.

Ocular Hypotension
Reduced ocular pressure is detected by ocular tonometry as an incidental finding during a routine eye examination.

Ocular Myotonia
Unlike other myotonic disorders caused by muscle chloride (Thomsen’s and Becker’s myotonia congenita) and sodium (paramyotonia) channel gene mutations, DM1 and DM2 do not cause overt ocular myotonia (often detected as delayed eye opening after forceful eye closure). Lid lag is also usually absent in patients with DM1 and DM2. Although saccadic eye movements may be affected by myotonia, they are generally of no clinical significance.
Diagnosis

Annual ophthalmological examination
Annual eye examinations should be done on every myotonic dystrophy DM1 and DM2 patient to assess above-described eye problems.

Slit-lamp biomicroscopic examination
Slit-lamp biomicroscopic examination must be performed to diagnose these early lens opacities. A general assessment for lens opacities and cataracts may be done during a regular eye exam, but ophthalmologists and optometrists often do not recognize the iridescent lens opacities unless prompted.

Electroretinogram (ERG)
A moderate-to-advanced cataract can interfere with the diagnosis of retinopathy. ERG is not routinely performed unless retinopathy is suspected by routine eye examinations.

Treatment

Prevention of lens opacities
There is no proven therapy to slow or prevent the progression of lens opacity once it develops. Reducing UV ray exposures by wearing sunglasses is generally recommended.

Cataract surgery
Surgical removal of the opaque lens with intraocular lens implantation is indicated when cataracts interfere with the patient’s ability to meet the needs of daily living. It is no longer necessary to wait for “ripeness” (vision impairment severe enough to absolutely require surgery). Similarly, there is no technical or medical advantage to taking out a cataract sooner; later treatment does not cause adverse outcomes, since pre-operative visual acuity has no bearing on the outcome of cataract surgery.

Modern microsurgical techniques
Techniques such as standard extracapsular cataract extraction and phacoemulsification (also called small incision surgery) allow cataract surgery to be performed under local anesthetic on an outpatient basis. The surgery is a low risk procedure, but careful pre- and post-operative evaluation is nevertheless important, particularly since myotonic dystrophy patients have elevated risks associated with anesthesia and often have other chronic medical conditions. General anesthesia is necessary only for patients who cannot be counted on to cooperate under local anesthesia, such as those who are significantly cognitively impaired or very young.

Blepharoplasty
The following interventions may be warranted when ptosis is severe and obstructs vision. (Surgery is often delayed as long as possible in patients with muscle disease because repeated procedures will likely be required due to the progressive nature of the disease.)
- **Crutches.** Eyelid crutches inserted into eyeglasses should be tried before blepharoplasty is considered.
- **Frontalis suspension of eyelids.** When severe bilateral ptosis and poor levator function are present, frontalis suspension surgery may be performed. A sling is formed which lies below the skin surface and connects the upper eyelid to the frontalis muscle.
- **Cosmetic surgery.** Surgery may also be considered for cosmetic reasons, but patients should be aware of the potential complications. The most common troubling complication of ptosis surgery is lagophthalmos or failure of the eye to close completely. This in turn may lead to dry eye and exposure keratopathy.
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## DMI HEALTH SUPERVISION CHECKLIST


**CONCERNS** | **INTERVENTIONS**
---|---
**Central nervous system concerns**<br> Cognitve impairments<br> Depression<br> Excessive daytime sleepiness<br> Fatigue<br> Plosis<br> Cataracts<br> **Respiratory concerns**<br> Pneumonia<br> Chronic respiratory failure<br> Sleep disturbances<br> Vaccination<br> Anesthetic risks<br> **Cardiovascular concerns**<br> Conduction defects<br> Arterial hypotension<br> **Muscular concerns**<br> Myotonia<br> Muscular weakness<br> Walking limitations<br> Transfer difficulties<br> Wheelchair dependence<br> **Gastrointestinal concerns**<br> Dysphagia<br> Gastropareis<br> Gall-bladder problems<br> Abdominal pain<br> Constipation/diarrhea<br> **Genitourinary and sexual concerns**<br> Urinary incontinence<br> Erectile dysfunction<br> Male infertility<br> Gynecologic problems<br> **Metabolic and endocrine concerns**<br> Obesity<br> Diabetes<br> Hypothyroidism<br> Hypogonadism<br> Dyslipidemia<br> Chronic hepatic dysfunction<br> **Genetic concerns**<br> Genetic counselling<br> Family planning<br> Risk for family members<br> **Other health concerns**<br> Inappropriate use of medication<br> Drug abuse<br> Smoking<br> Personal care deficiency<br> Pain<br> End of life issues<br> Information needs<br> **Social concerns**<br> Education<br> Employment<br> Income and financial assistance<br> Home maintenance<br> Familial and social network<br> Parental care deficiency<br> Car driving<br> Leisure activities

**DM1 health supervision checklist**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONCERNS</th>
<th>INTERVENTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive impairments</td>
<td>Normal IQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive daytime sleepiness</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plosis</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cataracts</td>
<td>Absent or aphakic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic respiratory failure</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep disturbances</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccination</td>
<td>Annual influenza vaccine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anesthetic risks</td>
<td>Information provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduction defects</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial hypotension</td>
<td>Pacemaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myotonia</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscular weakness</td>
<td>MIRS grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking limitations</td>
<td>No risk of falls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer difficulties</td>
<td>No difficulties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheelchair dependence</td>
<td>Not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysphagia</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastropareis</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gall-bladder problems</td>
<td>No problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal pain</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constipation/diarrhea</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anal incontinence</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malnutrition</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary incontinence</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erectile dysfunction</td>
<td>Absent/NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male infertility</td>
<td>Absent/NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gynecologic problems</td>
<td>Absent/NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothyroidism</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypogonadism</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyslipidemia</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic hepatic dysfunction</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic counselling</td>
<td>Information provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family planning</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk for family members</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inappropriate use of medication</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug abuse</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td>No smoking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal care deficiency</td>
<td>No difficulty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>Absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of life issues</td>
<td>Not appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information needs</td>
<td>Information provided about the disease, researchs and support groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>Never worked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income and financial assistance</td>
<td>No problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home maintenance</td>
<td>No difficulty/NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familial and social network</td>
<td>Normal social environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental care deficiency</td>
<td>Absent/NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car driving</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure activities</td>
<td>Normal hobbies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Appendix 1. Copyright (2011), with permission from Elsevier.**
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FOREWORD:

The anesthetic management of patients with myotonic dystrophy (dystrophia myotonica, DM) can be challenging. “Complications are not proportional to the severity of the disease; they often arise in mildly affected patients” (15). Indeed, there are multiple reports within the medical literature that detail poor outcomes related to the following complications: loss of airway secondary to medication-induced respiratory depression; aspiration of stomach contents; sudden death that is usually secondary to cardiac conduction delays and dysrhythmias. One must consider if, in light of these complications, “regional anesthesia is a viable alternative or if the surgical procedure is really necessary” (15).

The following points about myotonic dystrophy in this foreword can help a vigilant anesthesiologist avoid complications and provide safe anesthesia care to DM patients presenting for surgery:

1. **General:** “Myotonia” is described as muscle contraction (voluntary or otherwise) with abnormal, prolonged relaxation (3). Triggers for myotonia include certain medications, potassium, hypothermia, shivering, or any mechanical or electrical stimulus (2, 3, 4). Patients also exhibit profound skeletal muscle weakness secondary to muscle degeneration.

2. **Medications:** DM patients are exquisitely sensitive to the respiratory depressant effects of anesthetic medications (3). Be sure to have appropriate airway and monitoring equipment available when using these medications, and prepare for the likelihood of postoperative mechanical ventilation until strict extubation criteria are met. In addition, postoperative pain control should be managed with NSAIDs, regional techniques using local anesthetics, and acetaminophen when possible. If opioids are employed (systemic or neuraxial), then ICU care and continuous pulse oximetry must be considered given the high risk for respiratory depression and aspiration.
3. **Airway**: Rapid sequence induction with cricoid pressure is recommended. Weakness of the pharyngeal muscles and a delayed gastric emptying time predispose DM patients to aspiration (3, 21). Also, succinylcholine effects are unpredictable in DM patients: one case report describes jaw rigidity and impossible intubation after succinylcholine administration (19); prolonged laryngospasm and cyanosis has been reported in myotonia congenita, but could theoretically also occur in DM (20). Avoid succinylcholine when possible.

4. **Respiratory System**: The effects of myotonic dystrophy on the respiratory system are profound and common (1, 24). Respiratory muscle weakness predisposes DM patients to restrictive lung disease with concurrent dyspnea and ineffective cough (3). Moreover, arterial hypoxemia and a diminished ventilatory response to hypoxia and hypercapnia are frequent associations (3). Accordingly, these factors place DM patients at an increased risk for pneumonia and other perioperative pulmonary complications (1). Ventilatory weakness contributes to the complex sleep disorders of DM, which frequently results in profound pre-operative sleep deprivation that further complicates post-anesthetic care.

5. **Cardiac System**: DM patients can have cardiac abnormalities that may lead to sudden death secondary to various cardiac conduction delays or other dysrhythmias (3, 6). Thoroughly evaluate the cardiac system – including echocardiogram, 12-lead EKG, and interrogation of the internal cardiac rhythm device (if present) – before any anesthetic care is given.

6. **Central Nervous System**: The many CNS effects of DM further complicate perioperative care. For example, behavioral and cognitive problems in the patient and other family members can complicate pre-operative preparation. Hypersomnia is a common and sometimes the primary manifestation of DM that can result from a narcolepsy-like central hypersomnia as well as sleep-related ventilatory insufficiency or obstructive sleep apnea, any of which can lead to profound sleep deprivation in the pre-operative period as well as multiple management difficulties post-anesthesia. Also, DM subjects have heightened CNS sensitivity to sedatives, anxiolytics and analgesics, further impeding ventilatory drive and airway protection. Perioperative casualties often develop several days post-operatively due to aspiration or inadequate monitoring of hypoxia, during the period in which DM patients become increasingly encephalopathic due to sleep deprivation or the unintended effects of medication.

---

**PRE-OPERATIVELY:**

1. **Multi-disciplinary medical team**: It is well documented that the medical and surgical management of patients with myotonic dystrophy (DM) can be challenging and fraught with complications (1, 3, 4, 6, 21). For these reasons, coordination of the pre- and post-operative plans for care should be made at least 1-4 weeks in advance using a multi-disciplinary medical team. This team would ideally consist of the surgeon, anesthesiologist, primary care physician, intensivist, and, if indicated, the pulmonologist and cardiologist (see ‘consultations’ below). Furthermore, the addition of a neuromuscular specialist (i.e. neurologist) with expertise in the pathophysiology and natural course of DM would be highly beneficial.
2. **Pre-anesthetic evaluation:** In addition to a comprehensive preoperative evaluation completed by the DM patient’s primary care physician (PCP), an anesthesiologist should perform a careful and detailed pre-anesthetic assessment 1-4 weeks prior to surgery. Such an evaluation may prevent serious complications and fatalities in DM patients. Their abnormal and often unpredictable responses to common anesthetic medications are well described in the medical literature and were summarized in the foreword (2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 18, 19, 20). Indeed, a thoughtful and comprehensive anesthetic plan is warranted in advance of the day of surgery. The absence of such a preoperative evaluation by the PCP (at minimum) and the anesthesiologist could be considered cause for case cancellation.

The anesthesiologist should devote particular attention to the cardiopulmonary systems during their pre-anesthetic evaluation. It is not uncommon for DM patients to have a history of hypoxia, dyspnea, sleep apnea requiring CPAP, or marked ventilatory muscle weakness necessitating BIPAP. Given the anesthetic implications of these disorders, a measure of their severity is warranted. In addition, further questioning should involve whether or not the DM patient has a history of arrhythmia, heart failure, and/or an internal cardiac rhythm management device. All internal cardiac rhythm devices require interrogation by a cardiac electrophysiologist. A baseline echocardiogram, 12-lead EKG, and a chest radiograph should also be completed preoperatively (see ‘consultations’ below).

3. **Consultations:** Based on the PCP’s and anesthesiologist’s preoperative evaluations and assessments, a thorough cardiopulmonary evaluation by a cardiologist and pulmonologist completed at least 3 weeks prior to elective surgery may be necessary because of the high incidence of morbidity and mortality related to these systems (1, 6). Indeed, all DM patients presenting for surgery should have a preoperative baseline echocardiogram, a 12-lead EKG, and a chest radiograph, each with expert interpretation. Moreover, all internal cardiac rhythm management devices must be interrogated by a cardiac electrophysiologist prior to entering the operating room. Pulmonary function tests (including supine and sitting vital capacities) and preoperative arterial blood gases may also be useful and should be requested at the discretion of the primary or consulting physician(s) before elective surgery.

4. **Premedications:** DM patients can be exquisitely sensitive to the respiratory depressant effects of commonly used premedications (e.g. opioids and benzodiazepines). Therefore, make sure that appropriate equipment for monitoring and performing urgent intubation are available prior to the administration of premedication, or any other sedative. DM patients also frequently suffer from gastroparesis, predisposing them to episodes of acute pseudo-obstruction, which can be further exacerbated by opioids, further complicating ventilatory function and airway protection.

5. **Regional anesthesia:** Regional anesthesia including neuraxial techniques have been described in the literature as successful primary anesthetics for DM patients (3, 22). They can help avoid some of the frequent complications associated with general anesthesia in the DM patient. However, there are case reports that describe an “incomplete motor block and shivering sufficient to stimulate myotonic contractures with epidural anesthesia” (direct quote from 12, 13, 14) in DM patients. After the risks and benefits of regional anesthesia are assessed, techniques should ultimately be employed when applicable.
INTRA-OPERATIVELY:

1. Environment:
   a. Hypothermia and shivering can induce a myotonic contracture (2). Therefore, keep the operating room and table warm so that the patient will be better able to maintain a normal body temperature.
   b. Use warmed IV fluids as well as forced-air blankets during surgery.

2. Monitoring:
   a. Employ standard American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) monitors including thermometer (3).
   b. Strongly consider attaching an external pacer/defibrillator to the patient. DM patients are at high risk for arrhythmias and sudden death (6).
   c. Consider placing an arterial line in order to verify the adequacy of oxygenation and ventilation via blood gas interpretation, and for continuous blood pressure monitoring.
   d. Monitor neuromuscular blockade with a peripheral nerve stimulator, but do so with caution: the electrical stimulus could induce a myotonia and be misinterpreted as sustained tetany indicative of full reversal of neuromuscular blockade (2).
   e. Invasive cardiac monitoring (TEE, PA catheters, CVP lines) should be reserved for DM patients that have significant cardiopulmonary dysfunction. The cardiologist’s pre-operative consultation and assessment may help guide the decision of whether to employ these monitors.

3. Induction:
   The superiority of one specific induction agent over another has not been established for elective surgeries. Etomidate, thiopental, and propofol have all been used safely for induction. However, using agents with a short beta half-life seems logical to minimize the possibility of prolonged postoperative mechanical ventilation.
   a. Ensure adequate pre-oxygenation.
   b. DM patients are at risk for aspiration secondary to their dysphagia and altered gastric motility (21). Therefore, consider administering sodium citrate, an H2-antagonist, and/or metoclopramide prior to induction. Lastly, a rapid sequence induction with cricoid pressure is warranted.
   c. Rapid Sequence Induction:
      i. Maintain cricoid pressure
      ii. A hypnotic agent with a short beta half-life (e.g. propofol) is recommended in light of the exaggerated apneic response characteristic of DM patients. Titrate the hypnotic to effect—a lower dose is likely to be sufficient in a DM patient.
iii. Avoid succinylcholine. The DM patient’s response to succinylcholine is unpredictable and may lead to a difficult or impossible intubation secondary to exaggerated contracture, masseter spasm, and laryngospasm (2, 19, 20). In addition, “because of dystrophic muscle changes, it is possible that in advanced cases succinylcholine might result in an exaggerated hyperkalemic response” (9).

iv. Tracheal intubation can be successful in DM patients without a muscle relaxant (9). If a muscle relaxant is needed, then a non-depolarizing agent with a short recovery index should be chosen (e.g., Rocuronium, Cis-atracurium) (7).

v. The temporomandibular joint may have a tendency to dislocate in DM patients. Laryngoscopy and jaw manipulation should be done with care (15).

d. Difficult Airway: Follow the ASA Difficult Airway Algorithm (23).

4. Maintenance:
   a. **Volatile agents:** DM patients are no more susceptible to the development of malignant hyperthermia than the rest of the general population (16, 17). Volatile anesthetics are effective for maintenance of anesthesia, but they may exacerbate a patient’s cardiomypathy secondary to their myocardial depressive effects. In addition, desflurane, for example, may be the agent of choice considering its theoretical advantage of faster emergence upon completion of surgery (3).

   b. **Muscle relaxation:** If possible, avoid muscle relaxants altogether and maintain akinesia with deep inhalational/intravenous anesthesia, or have the surgeon infiltrate the skeletal muscle tissue within the surgical field with local anesthetic. When further muscle relaxation is required, use a non-depolarizing agent remembering that DM patients will exhibit an exaggerated response to it. Therefore, initial doses should be reduced while subsequent doses titrated to effect via the peripheral nerve stimulator (2).

   c. **Intravenous agents:** Safe and effective anesthesia using propofol and remifentanil for total intravenous anesthesia has been described in the medical literature (4, 5).

   d. **Intravenous Fluids:** Consider using crystalloid fluids that do not have any added potassium. DM patients have reduced Na+–K+ pump capacity and may be prone to the development of hyperkalemia (10). There is no apparent contraindication to the use of colloids.

5. Emergence:
   a. **Reversal agents:** Neostigmine has been purported to induce myotonia (18). Therefore, avoid its use and plan for the non-depolarizing muscle relaxant effect to simply wear off.

   b. **Extubation:** Considering the multi-systemic effects of DM (cardiopulmonary pathology, profound peripheral weakness, altered gastric motility, pharyngeal weakness with poor airway protection, increased sensitivity to all anesthetic medications) adhere to strict extubation criteria. These patients may need supportive mechanical ventilation in the PACU and perhaps in the ICU until extubation criteria are met. Additionally, be aware that there is an increased risk of delayed-onset apnea after extubation during the immediate 24 hours after surgery, and even
longer if post-operative opioid analgesics are administered. Close and continuous monitoring of cardiopulmonary function (SpO2 and EKG) is needed during this time period.

c. **Disposition:** Consider ICU admission if there is an anticipated need for mechanical ventilation, significant opioid analgesia, or other necessary critical care management.

**POST-OPERATIVELY:**

Admission to the intensive care unit (ICU) for postoperative management should always be considered given the significant complications that may occur as a result of DM. At the very least, patients should be monitored postoperatively with continuous pulse oximetry and EKG for a period of 24 hours. Below are specific points that support these recommendations:

1. **Pain Control:**
   a. First and foremost, consider the use of regional anesthesia, NSAIDS, and acetaminophen (rectal or oral) for control of postoperative pain. If these medications/modalities are contraindicated, then the use of opioids must be administered with caution and vigilant monitoring (see below).
   b. The exquisite sensitivity of DM patients to the respiratory depressant effects of opioids (systemic or neuraxial) can equate to fatal outcomes in the postoperative period. The most common route of opioid administration that places DM patients at high risk for respiratory depression is intravenous, yet there is a case report that details respiratory depression following a small dose of epidural morphine as well (8). Another case report demonstrated adequate analgesia with epidural opioid administration without respiratory depression (11). Ultimately, these patients need to be closely monitored. An ICU is therefore the safest environment in which to administer postoperative opioids, titrating them to effect. Lastly, be aware that opioids can exacerbate one of the common features of DM, gastrointestinal paresis. Depending on the severity, gastroparesis could increase the risk of reflux and aspiration.

2. **Pulmonary Considerations:**

In a retrospective analysis of 219 DM patients who underwent surgery under general anesthesia, Matheiu et al found that most perioperative complications were related to the pulmonary system (1). In particular, DM patients who were symptomatic, who underwent upper abdominal surgery, or who had severe muscular disability were especially at risk. Therefore, “careful monitoring during the early postoperative period, protection of the upper airways, chest physiotherapy, and incentive spirometry are mandatory” (1).

It can not overstated just how important continuous monitoring is in a DM patient during the postoperative period, especially if ventilatory function is compromised secondary chest or abdominal surgery, pain, or muscle weakness inherent of the disease. Delayed-onset apnea is most likely to develop in the first 24 hours postoperatively, and an exaggeration of any baseline hypersomnia could become apparent with morbid results. An ICU would be most appropriate for the detection and treatment of these complications should they arise.
SUMMARY:

1. Perform an extensive preoperative evaluation. Organize a multi-disciplinary medical team.
2. Use regional anesthesia when appropriate.
3. Be cautious with premedications (benzodiazepines and opioids).
4. Keep the patient warm.
5. Consider applying defibrillator/pacer pads.
6. On induction, be aware of the high likelihood of aspiration and other airway complications. Avoid succinylcholine when possible.
7. Adhere to strict extubation criteria. Given the effects DM has on the pulmonary system, anticipate the need for supportive mechanical ventilation until extubation criteria are met.
8. Plan for the continuous SpO2 and EKG monitoring postoperatively.
9. Manage postoperative pain with NSAIDs, regional techniques, and acetaminophen when appropriate. Use opioids with extreme caution.
10. Encourage aggressive pulmonary toileting postoperatively.
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GOAL OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY (OT)

Occupational therapy is a health profession concerned with promoting health and well-being through occupation. Occupation refers to everything that people do during the course of everyday life (CAOT Position Statement on Everyday Occupations and Health, 2003) and can relate to participation. The primary goal of occupational therapy is to enable people to participate in the occupations which give meaning and purpose to their lives. Occupational therapists have a broad education that provides them with the skills and knowledge to work collaboratively with people of all ages and abilities that experience obstacles to participation. These obstacles may result from a change in function (thinking, doing, feeling) because of illness or disability, and/or barriers in the social, institutional or and physical environment (Adapted from the World Federation of Occupational Therapists, 2004).

MYOTONIC DYSTROPHY TYPE 1: CLINICAL FEATURES RELATED TO OT INTERVENTIONS

In that DM1 is a complex multisystemic disorder, only a brief description of clinical features related to OT interventions will be done as a general portrait is available elsewhere. This portrait is related to the adult phenotype only although general recommendations could apply to all phenotypes.

DAILY ACTIVITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Social Participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Meal preparation: 27.5 % reported needing human help or not carrying it out.

Nutrition

Taking a meal: Taking a meal is usually adequate although dysphagia may be present. In 40 patients, 45% reported having symptoms of dysphagia. In a radiological study, 20% had aspirations (3/15) with or without symptoms of dysphagia. The nature of the swallowing defect in DM1 is complex, and investigations revealed abnormalities in smooth as well as in striated muscles.
**Personal Care**

Bathing: 17% - 42% experienced problems (having difficulty, needing human help and/or using technical aids) \(^6\).

Using toilets: 22% experienced problems (having difficulty, needing human help and/or using technical aids) (Mathieu, Submitted #3826).

Dressing: 15% experienced problems (having difficulty, needing human help and/or using technical aids) (Mathieu, Submitted #3826).

**Mobility**

General mobility is among the most affected area of daily activities.

Wheelchair: One study reported that among 51 patients, 6% reported using a wheelchair.\(^6,11\) From a large sample (n = 200), 17.5% where using a wheelchair (Mathieu, Submitted #3826).

Driving: More than 50% are still driving but vigilance should be kept for factors which could influence driving such as myotonia, hypersonmolence, cognitive functions and grip strength (Mathieu, Submitted #3826).

Lower extremity strength, education, technology, support and attitude from family and friends, government and public services, fatigue and gender could partly predict disruption of participation in the mobility-related area \(^8\).

**Housing**

Social deterioration secondary to muscular dystrophy, intelligence deterioration and reduction of initiative were first described by Thomasen in 1948. \(^9\) Caughey and Myrianthopoulos introduced the term “myotonic’s home” because “it was possible to identify a residence by its neglected appearance, the obvious need of repairs, the unkempt yard and garden choked with overgrown grass and weeds, which provided a vivid contrast to the surrounding well-kept homes”. \(^10\)

Doing major household tasks: 68% experienced problems (having difficulty, needing human help and/or using technical aids) \(^3\). Natterlund reported that 32.6% of the DM1 patients are not doing activities related to home maintenance and 25.8% do it with problems \(^11\).

Maintaining the house: 50% experienced problems (having difficulty, needing human help and/or using technical aids) \(^3\).

Lower extremity strength, fatigue, support and attitude of family and friends, education and income could predict disruption of participation with housing related tasks \(^8\).

**SOCIAL ROLES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Social participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community Life</strong></td>
<td>Getting to public buildings or commercial establishments: 24.7% experienced problems (having difficulty, needing human help and/or using technical aids) (^3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different studies \(^12,13\) showed that 12% to 31% of DM1 patients held a job and that 52% to 66% used to work. In 2007, a reappraisal of the DM1 population from the Saguenay-Lac-Saint-Jean region has shown that 20% are currently working, 66% used to work and 14% never worked. \(^14\) In the same population, 44.5 % reported employment as severely restricted and caused then the highest level of dissatisfaction. \(^3\). Many aspects of DM1 such as muscular impairment, low education, excessive daytime sleepiness, and apathy, problems with access, equipment and transportation may restrict opportunities to employment as well as leisure.

Technology, lower extremity strength, fatigue and pain could partly predict disruption of participation in the work-related area (paid and unpaid work) \(^8\).
Leisure activities (sports, craft, outdoor or tourist activities) are severely restricted in 22 to 26% of DM1 patients and 24% of this population reported a high level of dissatisfaction about it. From another study, restricted participation in leisure activities was found to be around 63%.

The following problems to pursue leisure activities were expressed by the patients: physical limitations (29% of the patients); lack of money (28%); fatigue (25%); distance (18%); activities not adapted to their condition (14%); help needed (13%); no transportation available (11%).

Technology, lower extremity strength, fatigue and pain could partly predict (R^2 42%) disruption of participation in the work-related area (paid and unpaid work).

REHABILITATION CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Rehabilitation professionals are becoming increasingly aware of the importance of evaluating not only the reduction in mental and physical capabilities but also the restriction of participation that may occur in neuromuscular disorders and especially DM1. According to the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) model, participation (previously called handicap) is defined as involvement in a life situation, and participation restriction is defined as problems an individual may experience in involvement in life situations. The nature, quality and/or duration of participation may be restricted and the comparison is based on an individual without a similar health condition. This refers to the concept of society-perceived participation as opposed to person-perceived participation. This approach, although sometimes useful when comparing populations, can have limited utility in rehabilitation, as it tends to overlook the ability of individuals to make autonomous choices about the way they conduct their lives since the scores are based on a societal and normative perspective of what constitutes optimal social participation. On the other hand, the Disability Creation Process model had operationalized social participation via the concept of life habit, which is defined as “a daily activity or social role valued by the person or his/her sociocultural context according to his/her characteristics (age, sex, sociocultural identity, etc.) and which ensures his/her survival and well-being in society throughout his/her life.” This definition is closer to person-perceived participation, the importance of which has been recognized, especially in chronic conditions where readjustment of life goals and expectations is part of the rehabilitation process. Among several issues, the various clinical phenotypes present in DM1 should also be taking into consideration upon establishing a portrait of participation. Clinically, patients with the mild and adult phenotypes exhibit clearly different pictures and require distinct types of rehabilitation and community follow-ups. Satisfaction related to participation is increasingly gaining attention from literature as it has been associated more strongly with subjective quality of life than the performance component. The individual’s feelings about or appraisals of his/her participation has thus been suggested as a promising approach in quality of life assessment as well as in healthcare and community services planning and delivery. Tailoring our intervention towards the areas demonstrating less satisfaction may improve quality of life more than solely focussing on traditional rehabilitation areas such as activities of daily living, which only predict a small proportion of quality of life among a neuromuscular population.
OT EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

Occupational therapists evaluate client’s occupational performance (social participation), performance components (personal factors), and performance contexts (environmental factors) \(^{21}\). OT evaluation should define occupational problems of concern to the client \(^{21}\).

A) Evaluation Of Occupational Performance (Social Participation)

Several interview procedures are available for the assessment of social participation. A few instruments were recently designed to assess participation from the individual’s perspective, such as the Impact on Participation and Autonomy Questionnaire (IPA)\(^{22}\), the Late Life Function and Disability Instrument (Late-Life FDI)\(^{23}\) and the Assessment of Life Habits (LIFE-H)\(^{24}\). The Canadian Occupational Performance Measure is also often used in clinical practice. Only the LIFE-H has defined metrological properties with a DM1 population (reliability between evaluation and between assessors). The LIFE-H documents the manner in which people carry out activities of daily living and social roles. It is a generic tool that takes into consideration the individual’s subjective perception regarding the disruption in the accomplishment of a specific life habit such as preparing a meal or doing volunteer work \(^{25}\). Although based on a different conceptual model, the LIFE-H\(^{24}\) is among the instruments that capture most of the items of the ICF participation dimension when compared with several participation measures \(^{26}\). The LIFE-H demonstrated adequate validity \(^{27}\). The LIFE-H demonstrates high to moderate test-retest and inter-rater reliability when used with a DM1 population \(^{28}\).

B) Evaluation of Performance Components (personal factors)

DM1 being a progressive disorder, evaluation of performance components should be evaluated within a functional state of mind and strongly related to occupational performance priority area identified by the person with DM1.

Evaluation of sensory and neuromuscular performance components

Decreased muscle strength is the hallmark feature of all neuromuscular disorders. However, in DM1, other symptoms often precede the decrease of muscle strength. In DM1, slowly progressive muscle weakness is present with a pattern of distal to proximal involvement. In addition, facial weakness, atrophy, ptosis, and weakness of the sterno-mastoid and neck flexor muscles, long finger flexors and foot dorsiflexor muscles are the earlier muscular features of DM1 \(^{29}\). Myotonia is a frequent presenting symptom (36 -75.9\%) \(^{29}\), \(^{30}\). Upper extremity range of motion will often be affected in relation to decreased muscle strength but no treatment has been shown to be effective. Again, endurance, gross coordination, postural control, fine coordination and dexterity are affected but no treatment has been shown effective. Reflexes are also preserved in DM1. Sensory testing is rarely necessary as myotonic dystrophy has not been associated with any sensory involvement apart from cold sensitivity where counselling can be given \(^{29}\). Soft tissue evaluation is rarely of concern.

Evaluation of perception and cognition

Evaluation of perception and cognition is usually done by a neuropsychologist. The OT can provide a unique contribution in evaluating the effect of cognitive-perceptual impairments on participation in daily activities and social roles \(^{31}\). In DM1, special attention should be devoted to fatigue, hypersomnolence, executive function and apathy.
Evaluation of psychosocial skills and psychological components

Evaluation of psychosocial skills and psychological components includes the ability to interact in society and to process emotions. It is necessary to gain knowledge about these components in order to help clients maximize function. It includes psychological skills (values, interests and self-concept), social skills (role performance, social conduct, interpersonal skills, and self-expression), and self-management (coping skills, time management and self-control). In the context of DM1, knowledge about these concepts should be gained in order to interpret social participation in relation to well-known features of DM1 which could be present such as avoidant personality traits, diminished affect and few interests.

C) Evaluation of Performance Contexts (environmental factors)

DM1 being a progressive disorder, the role of environmental factors and especially the implementation of community services (home services, meal preparation, nursing at home, budget management, etc.) should not be underscored as these are most probably effective measures for alleviating some of the consequences and burden imposed by the disease. As a group, DM1 patients show poor academic achievement, high unemployment, low family income, and high reliance on social assistance compared with the general reference population thus confirming a socioeconomic disadvantage. Using socio-spatial modelling of a Saguenay-Lac-Saint-Jean urban area, DM1 was found to be six times more prevalent in disadvantaged neighbourhoods compared with advantaged ones. Such patterns of residential segregation impose a double burden on deprived people: they not only have to struggle with many problems arising from their own lack of income but also they have to live with the social effects of residing in a neighborhood where the majority of their neighbours are also poor. Such a phenomenon can play a role in the perpetuation of poverty in DM1 and can contribute to social exclusion and isolation. Residents of extremely poor neighborhoods often report the absence of regular sources of social support, including a marital partner and close friends. Also, people who receive less social and emotional support from others are more likely to experience less well-being, more depression, and higher levels of disability from chronic diseases. The perception of negative support and attitude of family and friends was an explanatory factor for level of participation in work, leisure and mobility. The perception of obstacles related to access and use of technology and government services is also related to level of participation.

OT INTERVENTION AREA

Recommendations are usually based on clinical practice because there are very few studies in occupational therapy. Based on the findings from qualitative studies, a recent review of the literature recommended a client-centered approach that includes the following aspects: educating the patient about the disease because education plays an important role in his or her understanding of the need to implement adaptive strategies; evaluating the patient’s perception of his or her life history, personal values, goals, and problems; informing the patient about the adaptive strategies available; and identifying the patient’s adaptive strategies, which can be used in occupational therapy to empower the patient to make changes in his or her occupational performance. Occupational therapy interventions had to include training of activities of daily living, skills training (fine motor skills), advice and instruction in the use of assistive devices, provision of splints and slings, counselling on energy conservation strategies, educating patients, families, and caregivers or a combination of the above.
A) Occupational performance treatment

The purpose of OT treatment is to help clients learn or relearn occupational performance that they need to live as independently as possible \(^2^1\). Treatment strategy will be mostly geared toward compensation and education. For the compensation approach, three options can be explored with the client: 1) Alter the task method; 2) Prescribe assistive devices or; 3) Adapt the task environment \(^2^1\). Education can be a real challenge with DM1 in relation to cognitive functions. From a large study, the highest level of dissatisfaction is related to participation in work and leisure as long as engaging in physical fitness activities (40 – 25 % are highly dissatisfied).

Personal Care: Specific problems that are often encountered may relate to upper limb function (such as picking up a cup, washing hair, wiping oneself after going to the toilet, doing up buttons), to lower limb function (such as walking to the toilet, standing in the shower) or both (such as putting on trousers, getting into or out of a bath). Multisystemic complications such as diarrhea, anal incontinence and dysphagia, may add to these - so considering ameliorating them can assist in personal care. These aspects are usually approached in a problem-oriented way by suggesting adaptive techniques, specialized equipment and/or community services \(^3^5\).

Mobility: Some patients have an early and severe involvement of the knee extensors, complain of multiple falls and are rapidly wheelchair dependent. Patients who require wheelchairs will often have moderate to severe proximal and truncal weakness. Therefore, when the wheelchair is prescribed, attention must be paid to stability and posture while seated, the ability to stand from the chair and the ability to transfer \(^3^5\). The need of an electric wheelchair or a four-wheel scooter can also be explored, although their use is less frequent.

Work: No specific treatment option has been explored.

Leisure: No specific treatment option has been explored.

B) Performance components treatment

Muscle strength: Only strengthening of the hand muscle has been tried in OT in one study with five subjects that is insufficient on which to base clinical guidelines \(^3^6\). A recent Cochrane Collaboration review came to the conclusion that in myotonic dystrophy moderate-intensity strength training appears not to do harm but there is insufficient evidence to establish that it offers benefit \(^3^7\).

Myotonia: A recent Cochrane Collaboration review concluded that due to insufficient good quality data and lack of randomised studies, it is impossible to determine whether drug treatment is safe and effective in the treatment of myotonia \(^3^8\).

Dysphagia: Conclusion of a Cochrane Review reported that no trial has adequately evaluated treatments in the management of dysphagia for chronic muscle diseases. \(^3^9\) They reported that the main treatment options are mostly based on stroke population and include dietary manipulation, adoption of safe swallowing techniques, surgical intervention and enteral feeding. No single universally effective treatment for dysphagia in DM1 has been described. This probably reflects the many different mechanisms underlying dysphagia in DM1 \(^4^0\). Strategies to facilitate pharyngeal functions in DM1 patients include: 1) strict adherence to reflux precautions; 2) education of friends and family members in the performance of the Heimlich manoeuvre; 3) dietary counselling emphasizing maximum nutritional density within a restricted range of consistencies.
(identified as safest, most effective); 4) strategies to facilitate pharyngeal clearing, i.e., careful chewing and bolus preparation to a liquid consistency, repeat swallows, alternating thin with thick consistencies (if possible without aspiration); and 5) airway protection strategies when aspiration risk is elevated.

C) Performance context environment

Provision of education and information has been stressed as a mean of assisting patients and families to cope with neuromuscular diseases. Supportive relationships, whether in the form of practical help, emotional support, or provision of information, may facilitate health-promoting behaviours in patients with DM1 and should be encouraged as such. At the community level, designing facilities to promote social interaction may reduce social isolation in patients with DM1. In this respect, belonging to a lay association has improved the level of well-being in patients with DM1.

OT INTERVENTION EFFICACY

Cup & al, (2008) performed an extensive review of the literature to assess whether there is evidence for occupational therapy for patients with neuromuscular diseases. The initial search strategy resulted in a total of 3,534 citations but after screening the majority of the studies (3,528) they did not meet the predefined criteria. Six full-text articles were retrieved and from them, only one was concerned with myotonic dystrophy type 1. The objective was to evaluate an individualized hand training program with silicone-based putty in five patients with DM1. There was improvement in self-rated performance and satisfaction with performance using the Canadian Occupational Performance Measure, as well as muscle strength increase and fine motor control but not grip force and pinch strength. This study provides some indications for the efficacy of a hand-training program in muscle disease with at least 3 of 5 manual muscle tests in the wrist and hand. The intervention was a 12-week, 3 times a week, 45-minute regimen with silicone-based putty and a stretching program.

EVALUATION OF THE NEED FOR REFERRAL TO OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Perceived Limitations in Activities and Needs Questionnaire (PLAN-Q). It is a screening tool to select those patients with NMD that need referral for a one-time consultation by OT, PT and ST. The PLAN-Q only screens patient-opinions and the results demonstrated that the results were not reliable from one time to another. Indeed, patients change their need for referral within a two weeks period.
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Physical therapists are healthcare professionals who hold a post-baccalaureate graduate degree (MPT, DPT) from a college or university. They also may be certified specialists in an area of expertise, such as pediatrics (PCS), geriatrics (GCS), neurologic (NCS), cardiopulmonary (CCS) or orthopedic physical therapy (OCS). Physical therapists practice in a variety of settings including hospitals and nursing homes, outpatient clinics, home health care, and schools.1 Most individuals with myotonic dystrophy (DM) will probably first encounter a physical therapist in the multidisciplinary clinic where they receive care for their muscular dystrophy related problems. In this setting, the physical therapist plays a consultative role providing evaluation, education, instructions and recommendations based on individual patient needs. They may also act as a liaison and help coordinate care with school or community based therapists who may be providing direct care as necessary. Some common areas that will be addressed by physical therapists are related to exercise/activities, pain and/or fatigue management, orthotics/braces and assistive/adaptive equipment. The goals of physical therapy management are to maximize functional ability, delay secondary complications and improve quality of life for individuals with DM.

Myotonic dystrophy is the most common form of muscular dystrophy in adults. It is an autosomal dominant disorder, which means that a person carrying the gene has a 50-50 chance of passing it on to a child. It is a multi systemic progressive disorder that affects the muscular, respiratory, cardiac, nervous and endocrine systems. Currently 2 variants of DM are recognized – DM1 which arises from a defect on chromosome 19 and DM2 which results from a defect on chromosome 3.2 DM1 was first described in the early 1900’s and hence is a much better studied entity while DM2 was only described in the past decade and hence there is a lot to learn regarding this phenotype.2 DM1 and DM2 share many common features, but there are also significant differences. Individuals with DM1 can present with symptoms at different ages; at birth (congenital), during childhood (pediatric), during adulthood, or later in life and thus four clinical phenotypes are described in the literature. Congenital phenotypes have not been described in DM2 yet and most patients present in adulthood. Weakness and wasting (atrophy) are prominent features in DM1 whereas muscle pain and myotonia are prominent in DM2. Individuals with DM1 primarily exhibit facial and distal limb weakness whereas individuals with DM2 exhibit proximal weakness. Muscle related problems - weakness, wasting and functional problems - are very often the concerns that lead individuals to seek attention and help from physical therapists. However, DM is a multi systemic disorder and hence it is essential to understand all the systemic complaints and help manage the muscle related symptoms in the overall context of concerns for an individual.2,3,4 Congenital and childhood onset DM1 have unique features, and therefore, we have chosen to address the physical therapy management of these conditions separately later is this section.
PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSESSMENT

During an initial evaluation a physical therapist will obtain a detailed history of the symptoms and/or problems, how they have changed over time, factors that make them better or worse and how they affect the daily activities and lives of the affected individual. Information regarding the person’s occupation, lifestyle, leisure activities, and their role in the family unit is essential to the evaluation process.

As stated before, myotonic dystrophy is a systemic condition. It is therefore important for the physical therapist to perform a systems review according to the Guide to Physical Therapy\(^5\) including review of cognition/communication, musculoskeletal system, neuromuscular system, cardiovascular/pulmonary system, and integumentary/skin system.

Individuals with DM can have difficulties in both, cognition and communication.\(^2\),\(^3\),\(^4\). Symptoms include, somnolence, apathy, specific personality traits, deficit in executive functions, depression and fatigue. These cognitive deficits may impact a person’s ability to comply with recommendations and are important to take into consideration when establishing a plan of care or management program. Communication difficulties can arise as a result of weakness of the facial muscles as well as the presence of myotonia in the jaw and tongue. This not only impacts proper communication between patients and care providers, but also has an effect on social communication leading to some of the psychosocial issues mentioned previously.

The neuromuscular and musculoskeletal systems are often the focus of the examination, as weakness and resulting functional difficulties are often the most disabling features of the disorder. The most common pattern of muscle involvement in DM1 includes the facial (masseter and temporalis) muscles, neck muscles (sternocleidomastoids), long finger flexors of the hand and ankle dorsiflexors and/or plantarflexors\(^4\). Muscle involvement usually begins in the teens, twenties or thirties and is slowly progressive. The weakness progresses from the distal to proximal muscles. Muscular weakness in congenital myotonic dystrophy presents during the neonatal period with generalized hypotonia. In DM2 the muscular involvement is predominantly proximal and also slowly progressive, beginning in the ‘mid-adult’ life \(^2\). It is critical that physical therapists are knowledgeable in manual muscle testing for all muscles, as the pattern of weakness can be predictive of both the disease itself as well as mobility concerns that may arise. Strength can also be measured more objectively by hand-held dynamometers as well as expensive systems such as a Quantitative Muscle Assessment (QMA) system. QMA systems are often utilized in the research setting. Normative data for both of these methods have been established in the pediatric as well as adult populations.\(^6\)\(^-\)\(^10\)

Myotonia is the other musculoskeletal manifestation of myotonic dystrophy. Myotonia is the inability to relax a muscle after a forceful contraction. Individuals with myotonia affecting the hand musculature often report difficulty releasing their grip after a vigorous handshake which creates an embarrassing social situation. Complaints of myotonia are also reported in the jaw and tongue leading to difficulties with speech, swallowing and chewing\(^2\),\(^3\),\(^4\). Myotonia in the leg muscles may lead to difficulty with movements like climbing stairs, running etc. Symptoms of myotonia may also be present in other parts of the body. Often patients will report that their myotonia symptoms are worse in cooler temperatures. Myotonia has been managed with medications such as Mexilitene.\(^11\)
DM1 is a slowly progressive disease and as strength decreases, individuals may become adept in substituting less affected muscles to perform movement. Hence it is important to assess simple functional activities, including the ability to get up from a chair, ambulate and climb stairs. These functional tasks can also be timed and used as outcome measures to document benefits of interventions or to monitor the progression of the disease. Assessment of hand function, including grip and pinch strength, is also important in this population. Detailed information related to hand function testing and treatment is provided in the section on occupational therapy.

The cardiovascular system can be compromised by the presence of cardiac arrhythmias and conduction defects as well as involvement of the cardiac muscle itself. Insufficiency of the respiratory system may be a result of both myotonia and weakness in the muscles that control respiration. Respiratory muscle involvement often leads to a reduced vital capacity later in the disease. Individuals with DM1 who have reduced respiratory function are often at more risk for pulmonary complications such as pneumonia. When making exercise recommendations for a home program, it is essential to educate individuals about how to monitor their cardio respiratory responses with simple tools like pulse monitors, Borg scale, etc. It is essential that individuals report their responses to exercise to the person overseeing and/or monitoring the home program. Depending on the progression of their disease, individuals with myotonic dystrophy may have limited exercise tolerance and will need to be monitored carefully.

The integumentary system is not usually involved as the sensory system is spared in myotonic dystrophy. However, if poor mobility is demonstrated and bony prominences are exposed secondary to muscle wasting, the integumentary system may require attention.

Pain and Fatigue are common complaints among individuals with DM1 and DM2. In a study by Jensen et al., complaints of pain were reported most commonly in the low back and legs. More than 60% of patients with neuromuscular disorders complain of fatigue. Fatigue can have a major impact on the employment status of patients with DM. Therefore, pain and fatigue should be assessed and addressed in the treatment plan as necessary.

Lastly, it should also be mentioned that many of these individuals have gastrointestinal manifestations that may be present anywhere along the digestive tract. Symptoms reported span the spectrum of dysphasia and heartburn to abdominal pain and changes in bowel function. Involvement of the GI system may be very disabling to the individual and again, may impact the person’s ability to participate in exercise programs.
PHYSICAL THERAPY MANAGEMENT

Exercise
Individuals with myotonic dystrophy often have questions about exercise. Exercise, including range of motion, strengthening and cardiovascular (aerobic) exercise, is important for the management of the musculoskeletal and cardiorespiratory manifestations of myotonic dystrophy. Range of motion exercises are important in maintaining joint function and muscular balance and may play a role in reducing pain that is caused by muscular imbalance or tightness. As muscles atrophy resulting in weakness, gravitational pull may limit a person’s ability to move a body part through its entire range of motion and therefore it may be important to change the position of the body part to minimize the pull of gravity. For example, people may have difficulty raising their arms up in sitting or standing position, i.e. performing shoulder abduction in an antigravity position, but may have the ability to perform this movement when lying down in a supine position where gravity is eliminated. Individuals may also participate in range of motion exercises that are more dynamic in nature. This includes Yoga and Pilates based activities that can either be done individually or in a class setting. Education regarding range of motion exercise is essential to the management of the symptoms related to the musculoskeletal system.

Weakness occurs as part of the disease process; however, weakness may also develop secondary to disuse. Strengthening exercises may help to minimize the disuse weakness; but there is also a concern that too much exercise or inappropriate exercise may hasten disease progression, and hence finding the right balance for each individual is important. The evidence available regarding the role of exercise in myotonic dystrophy is limited. In a Cochrane review published in 2010,19 the authors examined the safety and efficacy of strength and aerobic training in neuromuscular diseases. They identified a total of 36 studies; however, there were only three randomized controlled trials that fulfilled their inclusion criteria. Based on these studies the authors concluded that strengthening exercises at a moderate intensity did not worsen the disease progression in persons with myotonic dystrophy.19,20 Many of the studies involving individuals with myotonic dystrophy were excluded from the review because they lacked randomization. Many of these studies also grouped different neuromuscular diseases together, making it difficult to draw conclusions about the individual’s response to exercise in a specific disease like DM. Disorders like DM are difficult to study as they are rare diseases and it is difficult to enroll enough patients to carry out a well powered randomized control trial. Other problems cited with the reviewed studies included lack of detailed descriptions of the exact exercise protocols used and short durations of the exercise trials. Orngreen and colleagues studied the benefits of aerobic exercise using bicycle ergo meters in patients with DM1 and concluded that aerobic exercise is safe and improves fitness in patients with DM1. 21 Cup et al22 chose to look at the evidence related to exercise in individuals with neuromuscular diseases with expanded criteria than those in the Cochrane reviews. Based on their analysis of the studies they concluded that the evidence suggests that strengthening exercises in combination with aerobic exercises are "likely to be effective". Given the evidence from the 2 major reviews that exercise may be effective and that moderate exercise does not worsen disease progression, some general recommendations regarding exercise can be made to guide clinicians and individuals with myotonic dystrophy.

Depending on the activity level of the individuals, they may benefit from a strengthening program. Individuals who lead an active lifestyle may not have much disuse weakness, and further activity may be fatiguing to them. However, others who lead a more sedentary lifestyle may benefit from a...
strengthening program. Strengthening exercise can be accomplished in several ways with resistance provided by gravity, water – in a pool - or equipment such as elastic bands, free weights and machines. Yoga and Pilates types of exercises may also be recommended as part of a strengthening program, but there are no studies reported that have examined the effects of these specific interventions in patients with DM. It is essential that individuals with myotonic dystrophy work with providers knowledgeable about their condition; have proper baseline evaluation and appropriate follow-up to monitor and modify the program as necessary.

Cardiovascular exercise performed at a low to moderate intensity has been found to be safe in people with myotonic dystrophy. Cup et al.\(^{22}\) also concluded that there was “indication of effectiveness” for aerobic exercises in individuals with muscle disorders. However, because of the cardiac involvement that can occur in persons with myotonic dystrophy, it is essential that individuals have a physical, appropriate cardiac evaluations and clearance from their primary care physicians prior to initiating an aerobic exercise program.

Current recommendations from the U.S Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) suggest that for all individuals, some activity is better than none and that the health benefits of physical activity far outweigh the risks.\(^{23}\) They recommend that children, adolescents, adults (ages 18-64) and older adults follow the appropriate guidelines to the best of their ability. Individuals with chronic conditions perform as much activity and/or exercise as their condition allows. These include about 2 hours and 30 minutes a week of moderate intensity exercise. Aerobic exercise should be performed in episodes of at least 10 minutes preferably spread throughout the week. Muscle strengthening activities that involve all major muscle groups should be performed at least 2-3 days a week.

Examples of moderate intensity activities include – walking briskly, biking on level ground or on a stationary bicycle, ballroom and line dancing, general gardening, household activities, canoeing, using hand cycles, using a manual wheelchair and water aerobics. Moderate exercises are activities that you can perform while still continuing a conversation –without having to stop to catch your breath.

**Pain**

A wide variety of methods have been used in the treatment of pain in individuals with myotonic dystrophy. The use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory medications or acetaminophen, exercise (strengthening and ROM), and heat are the most common therapies used to manage pain.\(^{16}\) Individuals should consult their physician for recommendations regarding the use of medication for pain relief.

**Fatigue**

Currently there are no reports of specific interventions and their impact on management of fatigue in patients with DM. Interventions may need to be individualized based on specific factors contributing to the complaint of fatigue.
Orthotics
Lower extremity weakness can affect a person’s ability to walk safely, especially on uneven surfaces. Ankle dorsiflexion weakness often leads to a foot drop and decreased foot clearance during the swing phase of gait. Some individuals may compensate for the ankle dorsiflexion weakness by using a steppage gait pattern, i.e. lifting their knees higher to help the foot clear the ground. The use of ankle-foot-orthotics can help to correct the foot drop; however, care must be taken in prescribing an AFO. Several factors may play a role in the effectiveness of orthotic use in the lower extremities. The additional weight that may be added to the lower extremity by a brace can significantly alter the person’s ability to ambulate, and hence it is important that the orthotics are made of the lightest materials available. It is also important to consider the person’s ability to don and doff the orthotic devices, especially in the presence of hand weakness and decreased hand function. Orthotic fit is often difficult because people with myotonic dystrophy have muscular wasting, and bony landmarks often become more prominent and susceptible to skin irritation and breakdown. Comfort and satisfaction are important in promoting the use of the prescribed device. Compliance suffers if the prescribed orthotic device is uncomfortable or too difficult for the client to get on and off independently. Furthermore, there has been very limited research on the effect of orthotic use on energy expenditure during walking and is definitely an area that needs further investigation to prescribe appropriate orthotics to this patient population.24 In cases where the neck muscles are also affected, neck braces may also be beneficial. Many of these braces are off the shelf and can be fit by an orthotist.

Assistive Devices/Adaptive Equipment
Individuals with myotonic dystrophy are at a higher risk for falls. Decreased visual acuity, lower extremity weakness and depression can play a role in increasing the risk for stumbles and falls.25 The use of canes, walkers, wheelchairs, and powered mobility devices can be used to allow a person to continue to be safe and independent in mobility. Adaptive equipment, such as long handled sponges, foam buildups on silverware and pens, and button hooks can make performing bathing and dressing easier and allow individuals to be more independent in caring for themselves. When assessing for adaptive equipment, a referral to an occupational therapist may also be beneficial.

Children with Myotonic Dystrophy
Even though DM1 is considered the most common of the adult muscular dystrophies, congenital (present at birth) and childhood presentations are recognized. Congenital myotonic dystrophy tends to be more severe than the childhood form and is often associated with hypotonia, respiratory insufficiency and feeding problems.4, 26 When symptoms arise during the childhood years, the progression is similar to that in adult onset myotonic dystrophy, however since the symptoms start earlier, they may be more severe later in life.2 Cognitive impairment is also present in these phenotypes, with the involvement being more severe in the congenital form.27, 28 The need for physical therapy services can be highly variable and individualized based on the type and severity of the symptoms. The areas addressed by physical therapists will be the same as in the adult population, including recommendations regarding exercise, orthotics, and adaptive equipment. Additionally, the child will be developing motor skills, and there may be a need for short episodes of intensive hands on therapy to facilitate motor development and attainment of motor milestones. Hands on physical therapy services can be provided in several different settings including home, daycare, school, playground and clinic depending on the goals of the therapy session. In addition to typical interventions such as range of motion and strengthening exercises,
practice of activities of daily living, motor skill development, therapy may include aquatic therapy or hippotherapy - the utilization of equine movement.

Aquatic therapy uses the physical properties of water to perform exercise. The buoyancy provides support and facilitates movements. The viscosity or resistive properties of the water allow for strengthening of the postural and limb muscles. These qualities of the aquatic environment have been shown to be beneficial in improving functional mobility of children with mobility limitations.29, 30 Hippotherapy is another treatment strategy in which the movement of a horse is used to address impairments and functional limitations in people with neuromuscular dysfunction. Hippotherapy has been shown to improve upright posture, and balance therefore positively impacting gross motor function and walking ability in children with developmental delay.31, 32

There are no reports of any studies that have looked specifically at using aquatherapy or hippotherapy in children with myotonic dystrophy. It is difficult to document the specific impact of these interventions versus the natural gains that occur with development since there are very few appropriately controlled longitudinal case studies reported in the literature. Hence further research is needed to determine the appropriate type, frequency, intensity, and duration of physical therapy services in children with myotonic dystrophy.

Currently, the frequency and intensity of the hands on services vary depending on the individual child’s needs. These may be followed by more limited episodes where the physical therapist will play a more consultative role, monitoring the child’s development and working with the family to set up a home based program of daily activities and exercises to maximize the child’s functional abilities. Within the school system, the physical therapist will work with the school team – classroom teachers, gym teachers, school nurse, and counselors etc educating them regarding the condition and the appropriate activities and supports within the school environment to assure safety, mobility and maximize the learning opportunities.

In this section we have attempted to meet the needs of therapists who may rarely encounter patients with DM and hence may not have much knowledge of the condition. We hope that the information and the references we have provided will help them get started in meeting the needs of their patients. For individuals with myotonic dystrophy who may be reading this section – we hope we have given you enough information about the role of physical therapists in your care, so that you are better prepared to partner with them in meeting your needs. We would appreciate any feedback from all readers about how we might make this section more responsive to their needs. We appreciate the opportunity and support provided by the Myotonic Dystrophy Foundation to share this information with you.
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